
CHAPTER 18 

The Royal Wedding  
The quaint solemnity of weddings was splattered on every knoll and mound in Ajaccio; 

The people’s hearts danced in their bosoms as they ardently embraced the day’s arrival. 

A raging tide of enthusiasm had swept the beautiful island paradise of Corsica; 

Oh, the air, drenched with ardor and rapture, dripped with royal wedding buzz and thrill.  

Not a sad face could be seen for more than a thousand miles: The pretty lady was in town. 

The world’s pulchritudinous princess was getting married in the city of Ajaccio; 

That marvelous, picturesque city that soothed the hearts of so many weary tourists! 

See the people, as lively as a gallery of spectators and as cheerful as a ballot of swans; 

The gleaming zircon robe of the pride which they wore suffused the air with vivacity. 

Its flashing splendorous flare, like a dazzling star, illumed their presence with glee: 

 

Flaming banners, fluttering in the glorious summer air, disported the dramatic spectacle. 

Young, lusty-looking girls; dressed in brightly colored garb, displayed their affection— 

Their colorful tops, etched in the ink of love, evinced their affection for the Auckners. 

Their chic T-shirts carried a number of moving messages that spoke from their hearts— 

“Vannetta and Simeon, France’s most revered children, we love you forever. 

 Oh, Vannetta, welcome to Corsica; we love you for one quadrillion years!” 

Trappings of the fast-approaching bridal showcase were virtually omnipresent. 

Colorful festoons, adorned with wedding bells, flared on every street and building; 

Schools, honoring the occasion, held various events reflecting New Zealand’s history. 

Children; inoculated with the royal wedding craze; frisked, flittered, and sang songs: 

Yea, they stuffed the air with beautiful songs; expressing their love for the Auckners. 

 

Many children badgered their parents about their preparation for the Big Day; 

And, from the looks of things, Ajaccio could not have been a happier place. 

The delightsome Ajaccio Bay, painted in azure, seemed prettier to its epicurean fans; 

Oh, see the jolly, blithe idolaters; consuming the sea as if it were nourishing aliments. 

With large sums of money rapidly changing hands, the people’s hearts bubbled with joy: 

See how vivaciously and joyously they danced on the white, pristine sand! 

And, with their hearts charged with royal wedding buzz; they ardently awaited that day; 

And finally, that long-anticipated day arrived; people swirled about the streets like bees. 

The Auckner’s Residential Campus in Ajaccio was besieged with zealous inquiries: 

Gracious, noble folks; arrayed with costly gifts; swamped the splendid residence. 
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And, not far away; French gunships sailed into the beautiful, pictorial Bay of Ajaccio. 

A Raging Surge of Excitement 

The golden city of Ajaccio was jammed to capacity; people came from everywhere! 

Their true identity, cordoned off by the cryptic screen of disguise, was quite a mystery. 

They came to catch a glimpse of the surging fire about to be ignited in the city; 

And, with their ardent expectations was also a lot of money to splurge upon themselves. 

Money gushed like water from a broken fire hydrant and spilled everywhere. 

Global scientific aristocracy did not flinch to spend their millions in the lovely city; 

Its coffers were filled to the brim as wealthy shoppers opened their wallets—wide! 

Billionaires, clad in the pictorial garment of disguise, soaked up all the stir and ardor; 

Dressed in posh, exotic straw hats and cut-out jeans; they looked like ordinary people. 

Business, blooming like a bevy of beautiful fountains, filled the air with buzz and pulse. 

And from that time onward, Ajaccio became a model of how to spur economic growth— 

 

The central idea here was to stir up enough positive energy in any growth pole area: 

The hope was to draw a significant number of wealthy risk takers for investment. 

And there were thousands of very wealthy risk takers who had plenty financial resources. 

Yea, thousands of rich people invested huge financial resources into the city; 

And Ajaccio prospered and bloomed with a splash of pretty, colorful lights everywhere! 

Investors from everywhere swooped down upon Ajaccio and made it a very wealthy city; 

After all, it was the city where the prettiest woman in the world would take up residence. 

Oh, Ajaccio, thou gleaming golden chapel that carried the royal wedding of the world, 

You’ve drawn so many of its people to thy shores, and they are still coming! 

And, as the sand of the sea, they’ve crowded in upon thee: They’ve filled thy streets. 

See how they pressed and crushed upon the tiny city of Sargesse for a glimpse of the bride; 

And like surging impetuous waves; ardent lookeelous, ablaze with passion; pressed in! 

They pushed and pressed against the police barricade to catch a glimpse of things. 

 

Behold the piquant vicinage of Sargesse, bristling with the fire of excitement; 

Costly automobiles, abloom with gleam and glister, pulled in from everywhere. 

The lovely, blithesome square; bristling with aristocrats, blazed with ardor and zeal! 

Zestful, gaily clad people; as cheerful as frisky children; fluttered to and fro. 

Away in the background, about one hundred yards from the piquant, exotic church; 

A teaming mass of lookeelous gazed at the stirring spectacle unfolding before their eyes. 

Thousands, overcome with joy and jubilation, were benumbed at the unfolding drama; 

They could not believe that that long-awaited day of the royal wedding had arrived; 

And many kept pinching themselves to ensure that they were not in a dream. 

The pungent pulse of zeal and fiery surge of excitement kept everyone abloom with glee. 
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Oh, the powerful ardor of the moments, like lightning flashes, suffused the air with thrill. 

Everyone was on the tips of his toes, peering through the swirling vapor of the arena; 

And within the inner circle of pulse and fluttering hearts, the excitement waxed stronger. 

The jolly wedding guests, dripping with gladness and glee, flamed with the light of fire; 

And like innocent gamboling lambs, they frisked and capered about the place. 

Oh, the seraphic innocence of this quaint, clement place; nestled in the heart of Ajaccio: 

See the Orthodox Church of the Greeks, as gentle as a crib and as hallowed as heaven! 

And all the world’s dignitaries descended upon this picturesque place of wonder; 

Automobiles, the cost of a suburban home, pulled up and parked in nearby parking lots. 

The area, bristling with police, looked like a fairy world adorned with flashing lights; 

Security officers were everywhere as they canvassed and swept the area again and again. 

Squad cars, swat trucks, and motor cycles roamed the area throughout the proceedings: 

Powerful, bat-like helicopters pounded and panted overhead; circling the lovely venue. 

And a busy pictorial shoal of security cameras took pictures every three minutes. 

The Flaming Wedding Ceremony 

In the meanwhile, the orderly procession of bridal guests softly streamed into the church! 

The flamingly clad aristocrats, polished with the gleam of wealth, descended chic chariots; 

Bewrapped in a golden splash of splendor and wealth, they looked like walking ruby mines. 

Their dispendious raiments, stitched by the world’s finest craftsmen, glowed in the sun; 

Men; garbed in designer suits and pert, colorful, classy-looking hats; looked like oil tycoons. 

Sumptuously apparelled in the vestiture of pizzaz, these filthy-rich men were a sight to behold: 

Lavishly attired in Stuart Hughes, Alexander Price, Vanquish II, Kiton, and Zegna Suits; 

These dirty-rich barons all held their wives’ hands as they ambled into the church sanctuary. 

 

The dazzlingly lovely ladies, ornately garmented in the raiment of dash, swank, and glamor— 

Oh, the ladies, the very paragon of flash, went overboard to broadcast their husbands’ wealth.  

Their gleamy, glamorous garments’ average cost was somewhere around four million Euros! 

Clad in Nicky Vanket’s, Christian Dior’s, Galiano’s, and Versace’s designer dresses; 

The ladies looked like the Queen of Sheba who journeyed from afar to greet King Solomon. 

Decked in Tanzanite and Rita Hayworth Heels, Stuart Weitzmen, and Darinton Crystal Pumps; 

These golden girls, brushed with the paint of beauty, were as arresting as a meteorite shower. 

And arrayed with Gadino, Leiber Precious Rose, Chanel Diamond, and Hermes handbags; 

These extraordinary ladies stole the show as they sauntered stylishly into the sanctum. 

 

Finally, all the fluttering motions stopped as the guests took their seats in the chapel: 

The wedding guests; superbly garbed in chic, dispendious attire; flamed like a solar flare. 

Their radiant cheeks, painted with gladness, flared the chapel with the light of cheer; 
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Their sassy, splashy hats; dipped in a thousand colors; depicted the scene of a fiery fiesta. 

Oh, the colorful bridesmaids, arrayed in elegant robes, looked like flaring tongues of fire; 

Their shimmery, flashing garments flickered like fireworks with the flame of splendor;                        

 Oh, their swank, posh garments blazed like a wild forest fire, whirring in the wind. 

The flowers they bore were as red as the rouge that painted Elizabeth Taylor’s lips; 

The flowers, oh see the flowers, as pretty as a crimson vase of tulips gleaming in the sun! 

Behold the fine young ladies, as tall as a tree and as lovely as a Pink Cameo flower; 

See their smiles, as white as cottony clouds; drifting across the sapphire supernal screen. 

Oh, their pretty smiles; like candles glimmering in the wind, warmed a million hearts! 

See the foudroyant bridesmaids, dripping with beauty—oh their smiles, so soft and rich. 

 

See how their lovely cheeks blazed in the flaring flame of the burning wedding ceremony;  

Little girls, as pretty as stars, waved pungent pom poms at the blithe, cheering audience. 

Flitting like lively sparks in the whirling flaw, they jumped and danced before the crowd. 

The husky minister, as saintly as a flying angel, conducted the wedding with beauty and 

 Dash:  Monsieur Paul LaFleur, pastoring for fourteen years, dazzled the bridal audience. 

His graceful style, warm smile, and exquisitely chosen words won everyone’s heart.   

And oh, the ring, the ring; that flickering ember was a blazing flame of raw beauty. 

The ring, a one hundred-karat ruby bridal band; splattered with prismatic diamonds— 

The ring, a pyrotechnic blaze of stainless beauty, fetched seven million Euros! 

And no one batted an eye or raised an eyebrow at the raw extravagance displayed; 

Nothing seemed out of place to anyone sitting in that delightful bridal chapel: 

Gleaming with a thousand lights, the ring looked like a ball of fire blazing in the wind. 

 

Dashing photographers, as agile as sparrows, fluttered about the chapel snapping photos; 

Their swift, volitant steps; like the saltatory motions of pigeons; imbued the air with life. 

Oh, the glory captured in the chapel, as splendorous as a starry night filled with fulgor; 

And like splashing waterfalls, the air’s overwhelming beauty flooded the chapel with ardor. 

The magnificent nuptial spectacle flashed and flickered like dazzling Christmas lights; 

Oh, the flashing, delightsome moments of gladness and glee that filled the hall of love. 

Those golden moments of glee and gleam that stuffed the hall of love and marriage— 

What indelible, unforgettable moments they etched on the burning hearts of all! 

And like a spasmodic breeze, each slot of silence was followed by a volley of applause; 

Suddenly, the best man appeared: The whole chapel erupted with a rousing acclamation. 

Oh, the knightly best man, as gallant as Robinson Crusoe, sparkled with glee and vim; 

 

See how the tall, strapping, dashing man of glamour flared before the audience. 

Oh, that trig, natty man; arrayed in the gleaming garb of swank, dazzled the viewers: 

His elegant silk suit; his spruce, pert tie; and his swish, sassy hat warmed many hearts. 

Oh, his handsome, enchantingly delightful smile lit many hearts with the flame of love; 

And though he seemed like the man of the hour, there was much more behind him— 
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Yea, there was much more to come into the plain view of the zeal-struck audience. 

The electric flame of anticipation, excitement, and ardor filled the air to the brim. 

It was as if the bridal chapel was a giant arena jammed with viewers, all on their toes; 

And, indeed, there was more to come—yea, much more than anyone had expected. 

The bridegroom, as strong as Marlon Brando and as handsome as James Bond— 

Oh, the spruce bridegroom, as dashing as Roger Moore, ambled onto the stage. 

 

The audience, inoculated with gladness, screamed to the top of its voice; shouting: 

“There’s the man about to be married; he acted in the movie “007”—there he is! 

There is the man whose vows to our beautiful princess would last a life time.” 

The amplitude of the audience’s loud, deafening screams giddied the presiding priest; 

Monsieur Paul LaFleur, the presiding minister, was as sparkling as a flashing comet. 

Majestically attired in all the grandeur of his sacerdotal equipage, he impressed not a few; 

And like a brilliant star in the distant night, he dazzled the princely gaggle of guests. 

His polished tact and distinctly athletic style imbued the air with verve, vim, and life! 

Oh, Monsieur LaFleur, his Demosthenic flair filled the room with vivacity and fire. 

And in a flash, out walked the chic, painterly bride from the quaint thicket of nowhere: 

Her glistening, white robe; as long as a tree top’s dangling vines; trailed on the floor. 

Yea, it splayed and flared in the lively flaw like a jaunty cheerleader’s skimpy skirt; 

It streamed and glistered along the gleaming floor like an argentine river of wealth. 

 

Bristling with the starry light of joy, the lovely bridal robe reflected so much meaning; 

Yea, it mirrored all the meaning and fullness and wonder and grace of love and marriage.  

And oh, the ridiculous cost of that glorious, sacred nuptial wrap; O the great cost of it! 

The lovely bridal robe, the exquisite handiwork of Italy’s finest designer, cost a fortune;  

And oh; what brash, unfrugal display of Scientific Aristocracy’s wealth it mirrored. 

How immodestly they shoved it in your face whether you wanted to see it or not! 

What arrogant statements they made in these extravagant Babylonian displays— 

Oh, these shockingly prodigal showrooms of aristocracy they shoved in your face! 

The impassioned audience, inoculated with gladness, applauded a thousand times. 

The loud, brash aristocratic applause reflected a jarring hodgepodge of sounds— 

The picturesque medley of sounds was replete with sonorous whistles and rich screams. 

 

And, in all the grace and stature of Cleopatra, Vannetta gleefully sauntered down the aisle: 

Like a graceful, gleaming princess; she ambled to the altar, glancing gleefully at the  

Audience. A loud silence filled the chapel as the awe-struck guests soaked it all up; 

Their goggled eyes, as pretty as new golf balls, flared with the light of glee. 

Oh, see how they gazed steadfastly at the blushing bride, arrayed in the garb of gleam; 

Her flaming cheeks, glazed with gladness and bloom, bristled with glee and allure. 

Her hands; scarfed with soft, lily-white gloves; moved ever so agilely across the aisle. 

And like the fluttering motions of a kite, she moved her hands with such nimble alacrity: 
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See how she threw her hands like a flowing robe, wafting heart-felt kisses at the guests. 

And her smiles, as soft and pretty as a rose, held the bridal audience’s eyes upon her: 

Brash, vivacious whistlers; as gleesome as pipits, tossed their hats into the air! 

Their magnificent display of love and admiration jarred and jolted not a few folks; 

And suddenly, an exotic shower of hats; dipped in a million colors; poured from the air. 

Oh, the hats, the polychromatic hats; the cost of a Jaguar automobile; whirred in the air: 

Amidst all this colorful display of audience emotion, the bride sauntered down the aisle. 

 

Pretty flowers, sassy hats, and colorful scarfs whiffled like fallen leaves from the air; 

And all those piquant, intriguing incidents happened amidst the ringing bells of marriage. 

Oh, hear the bells; listen to the pretty wedding bells; as joyous as a wren’s lovely song. 

And far away in a softly lit corner of the chapel, an old pipe organ chimed up the song: 

“Here comes the bride, here comes the bride; and the bridegroom has nowhere to hide.” 

Finally, the golden lady; as pretty as a fairy wand flower; walked up to the altar. 

And, in a flash, like the roaring clatter of waterfalls, the loud applause began again; 

Oh, the stirring moments of the bridal couple on the stage suffused every cheek with glee. 

See how they warmed the hearts of the stunned, gladdened audience with vivacity: 

The awestruck, rhapsodic gathering; at a loss for words; gaped at the glistening bride. 

 

Oh, the little children, hardly able to talk, uttered so much joy in their own language;      

 See their bright, velvet, crimson garments; speckled with the sparks of pretty lights; 

See how they glared and flared in the splashy sheen of the pyrotechnic ambiance. 

See their piquant, florid smiles: Their pretty, white, little teeth looked like falling sleet. 

What incredible liveliness and beauty they’ve added to the dramatic spectacle! 

Their flaming presence, like gleaming diamond bracelets, has filled the air with life; 

Their golden smiles and unsmudged innocence have warmed the hearts of all of us. 

They clapped their pungent tiny hands and flared the air with the light of their eyes; 

Oh, see how they clapped their little hands, spraying the air with jollity and glee! 

And, as the children cheered the flaming bride on the exotic display case of the altar; 

The gladsome gathering gazed at Vannetta’s florid cheeks, flaming with beauty’s gleam.  

 

Vannetta sparkled with such comeliness; she looked like an angel, dripping with grace. 

The zestful, ardent audience; glowing with ardor and pulse; roared in the quaint chapel! 

Behold the lively gathering—all cheeks tinctured with glee, all eyes fixed on the bride. 

The roar of gladness and rhapsody softened as the enthusiasm in the air ebbed briefly; 

The chapel became as quiet as dawn as the solemn wedding ceremony formally began. 

Oh, the loud stillness of the air as the august, seraphic wedding vows began to be recited; 

And there they stood, arrayed in utter splendor; fixing their eyes into each other’s souls. 

Simeon, gazing into Vannetta’s eyes and weeping softly, uttered the noble vows: 

 

“I, Simeon Samuel Auckner, do solemnly take Vannetta Roslyn Firne to be my lawfully  
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Wedded wife; for better or for worst, in sickness and in health, in sorrow and in gladness. 

And as we stroll across the picturesque meadow of earthly life, I promise to be there— 

There with you at your side throughout the entirety of our stay on the clay of earthly life.  

I promise that all that I possess is freely entrusted into your hands, oh my dear wife; 

All that I have ever claimed as mine is now yours, and yours forever—and ever! 

And oh, Vannetta, my love; the joy of your love is a stainless glass of gladness. 

O gladness that gleams with the unsullied beauty of glistening snow tops in the sun. 

And my world is filled with so much joy—enough to last for one octillion years! 

And yes, we’ve had our problems; but we’ve endured and negotiated the tough times.  

 

We were hammered by adjustment’s brutal pommelling, but we’ve stood our ground; 

We did not cave in to the surging pressures arrayed against our tender vulnerabilities. 

We did not give up on the only true love that we’ve ever known: We’ve stuck it out. 

We’ve fought a good fight against the false counsel of youth—and we’ve won; 

And today, we are love’s victors in the blaring noise of an angry, deceitful world; 

Yea, we are love’s gleaming trophies in a sad, sour world of madness and mayhem.  

Oh, Vannetta, you are my love—my only love—and it will stay that way forever. 

Yours are the breasts upon which my heart feasts: they fill my soul with joy.” 

 

Monsieur LaFleur:  And now, Vannetta; repeat these words after me to Simeon. 

Vannetta: I, Vannetta Firne, do solemnly take Simeon Auckner to be my lawfully 

Wedded husband; for better or for worst, in sickness and in health, in joy and in sorrow. 

In the flaming, pretty moments of romance and the monotony of dull, drab times. 

Oh, Simeon, I love you even in the dry, barren clanging moments of monotony. 

Beneath the dazzling star of summer and within the dark, dismal cave of winter; 

Gallivanting among the florid, polychromatic bloom of spring; painted with everything: 

And beneath the golden, fluttering garments of autumn; spinning in the wind. 

And when days, as long as a decade, bring the frown of chagrin; our heart’s love will sing. 

We will smile at those jarring moments and seek the beauty of divine counsel; 

We are each other’s star that flames in the dark night of life’s problems’ eerie rain.  

We know that days differ in tone and temper, and hence the reason we must go up higher; 

Higher into the beautiful waves of the divine mind that crafted the sprawling cosmos! 

 

We’ve come, we’ve seen, and we’ve conquered the complex challenges thrown at us: 

We’ve negotiated some of life’s toughest challenges in our heated moments of courtship. 

And many have laughed and sneered at us; calling our love ugly, nasty names; 

But we’ve held it together in the pouring rain and roaring wind of anger’s furious thoughts. 

We’ve never flinched, we’ve never quailed; we’ve never cowered, we’ve never cringed: 

We’ve fought love’s tough battles to prove to the world that our love is real; 

O,h my sweet darling, we’ve proven to the world that our love is real and as strong as steel. 

And we’ve won the nasty war of love adjustment, and now we are together forever! 
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Here we are in the glorious, flaming hall of holy matrimony among so many friends; 

And the joy we feel smack in the bowels of an angry world is beyond mortals’ words. 

We loved each other so much; we could not stand the pain of strife and malice; 

But we’ve passed the tests of those angry moments of folly, and we’ve moved on. 

We’ve moved to a higher place of love, truth, commitment, and loyalty: 

Behold, we are the children of love’s fiery crucibles and howling, harrowing tests; 

We’ve come, we’ve seen, and we’ve conquered, and that is the way we play. 

And yea, that is the only way we plan to fight on the same team in this quaint war of life: 

Oh, Simeon, I feel you every day of my life;  you are always there—right there! 

My sweet, precious love; you’ve been always there—right there in the mirror of my soul. 

And I love you today; I love you in one octillion ways for more than one octillion years!                 

 

Monsieur LaFleur: And may I have the rings that symbolize the beauty of thy vows? 

(Lifting up the rings before God, he prayed): “Father in heaven, bless these sacred pearls. 

May these golden gems of immeasurable earthly value remain on their fingers forever! 

And now, Simeon; repeat these holy and sanctified words that I now utter before you:” 

(The bridal bands, such priceless gems, looked like gleaming balls of fire in the air; 

Their combined worth of eleven million Euros could run Oxford University for a while! 

Simeon, moved by his mother’s radiant smile, glowed with the flaming light of gladness; 

His dapper father Sikh Auckner, some distance away from his ex-wife, was all smiles. 

Simeon took the ring from Monsieur LaFleur and looked smack into Vannetta’s eyes.)  

He repeated, “I Simeon Samuel Auckner do wed Vannetta Roslyn Firne with this ring. 

It represents our eternal and indissoluble bond of love and loyalty in holy matrimony.” 

Vannetta, taking the ring from the reverend’s hand, repeated those golden words of love: 

“I, Vannetta Roslyn Firne, do wed thee, Simeon Samuel Auckner, with this ring; 

It represents our indissoluble bond of love and marriage to each other forever: 

It symbolizes our irrefragable ties of commitment and loyalty to each other in love.” 

 

Monsieur LaFleur: And now, I pronounce you man and wife in this beautiful chapel; 

Go and be the true conquerors that you have already proven to be in your many crucibles. 

And now, Simeon; you may kiss the bride, the holy and beautiful handmaid of thy choice. 

(Simeon tenderly removed the glisteningly white bridal veil and kissed his wife. 

One rapturous roar thundered in the chapel and was followed by a stream of others; 

Suddenly, the noise calmed down as Monsieur LaFleur beckoned for silence.) 

Monsieur LaFleur:  May the love of God and the stars’ beauty shine upon you; 

Let the seraphic beauty of all the stars kiss your cheeks with a smile all your days. 

Then he shouted, “Behold Mr. and Mrs. Simeon Auckner, man and wife for life! 

Behold Doctors Simeon and Vannetta Auckner, love’s most hard-working stars.” 

 

And when Reverend Paul LaFleur declared Simeon and Vannetta man and wife; 

Near pandemonium erupted in the church as he bade him to kiss the bride again. 
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Oh, the flower girls, as nimble as sparks, volitantly flitting and flickering in the wind; 

The flaming flower girls danced and flitted like embers of leaping firecrackers. 

Their long, tiny legs; like flittering candle sticks; splashed across the colorful altar: 

The beautiful kiss lasted longer than the zestful, gleesome guests had envisioned. 

Many abandoned the luxurious sponge of their seats and streamed into the aisle. 

The long bridal kiss and the rapturous cheers stuffed the chapel with the noise of pulse; 

The audience’s ardor and effervescence turned the place into a boisterous pep rally. 

The cheerful guests, filled with blithe enthusiasm, insisted on greeting the bridal couple; 

Many heartily congratulated the newlyweds, brimming with gladness and cheer and pulse. 

And Simeon, bristling with delight, looked like a prince arrayed in gleam and splendor. 

 

His lips, freshly painted with the brush of Vannetta’s kiss, drew a lively stream of applause; 

And finally, the last guest greeted and applauded the bridal couple as they walked away. 

The illustrious wedding guests ambled away, ablaze with bloom and exuberance; 

And some distance away from the bridal chapel, cacophony exploded from the crowd. 

Screams, as loud as an aircraft engine; poured from the whirling, colorful bridal audience! 

And with impassioned enthusiasm, they rapturously celebrated the new marriage: 

Large, flaming, bulging balloons; the size of a water melon; exploded like an atomic bomb! 

Their loud, booming thunder crashed into the air like howling cannons in the night. 

Champaign bottles, spouting like leaping fountains, filled the air with the foam of verve: 

The blithesome, carnivalesque gathering; aglow with glee; danced and jigged in the sun! 

Oh, the colorful rhapsodic gathering outside danced merrily in the flaming paint of daylight;  

They then skipped and capered to their chic chariots and drove off into the procession. 

A Winding Blazing River of Fire 

The bridal convoy, as long as a wanderer’s journey, swirled around serpentine streets.   

The long, twisting path; lit with the flame of ardor and enthusiasm; blazed like a comet! 

The newlyweds; conveyed in a flaming, sapphire Bentley Limousine; flared with glee. 

The glorious bridal carriage was superbly festooned with a dazzling Corsican floral arch; 

And like a seraphic wagon from beyond the stars, the Bentley Limousine coursed along: 

Yea, the ornate bridal chariot cruised along the narrow, winding, pictorial wedding route. 

Glistening in the golden flame of the afternoon, the lovely chariot sparkled in the bloom; 

See how the dashingly delightful Bentley Limousine glowed with the gleam of glister. 

And the long, colorful motorcade; like moving flames, glistered in the sheen of daylight! 

The glowing bridal motorcade, like a flickering kaleidoscope, glimmered in the evening’s 

Flashing flame: See the people, drunk with ardor’s booze; their faces as bright as a star! 

Oh, behold the swirling, whirling, milling crowds; bewrapped in a thousand colors; 

And like the cars of a train’s winding track, they danced sinuously along the sidewalks. 
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Oh, the lovely bridal motorcade; see how it twirled around the pungent, pictorial paths. 

The brash Ajaccio landscape, splashed with piquant knolls, looked like a Picasso  

Masterpiece:  Its supreme, picturesque beauty mirrored the seraphic glory of poetry. 

Oh, the charming exotic hills; speckled with quaint hamlets, looked like dully lit lamps. 

Their eerie pictorial flame; like slowly fading stars, adorned the evening’s lounge! 

Lovely smiles, as white as sleet; flickered from the Corsican locals’ amicable cheeks; 

And oh, how they adored the magnificent bridal motorcade, so full of life and beauty. 

And though it seemed like a fairy tale that flared their cheeks with glee and merriment; 

It was the type of fanciful tale that they saw passing by with their own naked eyes— 

An African American billionaire married to an Orthodox Jew, whirled in a fiery carriage. 

They saw their fairy tale couple hurled in a chariot around the quaint hills’ tortuous  

Streets.  Oh, the wonderful beauty and marvelous inspiration of this great story; 

And there it was, unfolding right before their very eyes; it meant all the world to them. 

 

The exultant Corsicans; glistening with gladness; roared and cheered the bridal couple: 

Teeming crowds; lining the long, serpentine sidewalks; leaped and tossed flowers in the air. 

Oh, the exotic beauty of the crowds, snaking around the many long anfractuous paths! 

See how they jumped and pranced and danced in their florid, pictorial Corsican garb; 

They waved exuberantly and sassily threw kisses at the flaming bridal motorcade— 

Oh, the picturesque scene of the twirling ribbon of onlookers cheering the passing cars. 

See the pert, poignant scene of cheering crowds; whistling and waving at the chariots.    

See the blazing carriages as they rattled around the crooked, twisted streets; 

The bridal motorcade’s genial drivers waved exultantly at the loud, exuberant crowds: 

O they waved and tooted their horns as they skillfully negotiated the winding streets. 

The regal scene, dripping with wonder, painted the campestral hills with pomp. 

 

The thirteen-mile bridal route was cordoned off and closely monitored from above; 

Brightly painted helicopters patrolled the streets from above, using powerful binoculars. 

Snapping pictures every three minutes, their piercing cameras saw even the unhallowed. 

And oh, my, my, my; the exquisite aeronautical prowess of these skillful French pilots! 

Under-cover French police, dressed like ordinary people, blended in the lively crowd; 

They lined the animated, vivacious bridal route; staggered every quarter of a mile apart. 

And oh, how thoroughly trained these slick security officials were: They saw everything. 

Plain-clothes police officers, as warm as Santa Claus, waved and whistled in the crowd; 

Oh, the French police, as cruel as a brute, smiled with the urbanity of royal attendants. 

And though as cheerful and frisky as puppies, they watched every fly in the air. 

 

The flaming procession was as merry as a National Basket Ball Championship Celebration.  

 It streamed along the long, flexuous road with great pomp, pageantry, and circumstance; 

Its thrilling pulse and pumping surge of zeal filled the air with the electric current of stir.  

The bridal couple, swept into the stream of princely reception, basked in all the glory;        
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They reveled in the regal mood of honor and excitement along the many twisted curves. 

The kingly welcome which they received from the brawling crowds warmed their hearts; 

Though eminent strangers from distant lands, they seemed so much like France’s own; 

Waving and smiling and wafting kisses at the cheering crowds, they soaked it all up. 

See how they basked and reveled in that raging, rhapsodic stream of awe, thrill, and drama. 

Along the swirling bridal route; gleaming, vapor-writing aircrafts crisscrossed the heavens; 

Oh, vapor-writing aircrafts, as swift as lightning, splashed a million messages on the sky! 

And what pungent, heartwarming messages they sprayed upon the screen of the heavens; 

 

The delightsome comments and epithets emblazed Vannetta’s long awaited day of honor. 

Oh, the breathtaking speed of the aircrafts and the pilots’ exquisite aeronautical skills! 

The long trail of vaporous words quickly faded from the dry screen of the Mediterranean sky. 

The lovely epithets—so many of them—were piquant paintings that festooned the skies. 

“Oh, Vannetta and Simeon, welcome to Corsica; the beautiful land of angels; 

Vannetta Firne, the human tanager and a brilliant star; Simeon Auckner, the quiet giant! 

O the Firnes, as pretty as a Corsican sunset; their presence as splashy as a Christmas tree. 

Corsica, a beautiful couple’s fairyland; and Vannetta’s love, a golden bracelet! 

Oh, let Vannetta and Simeon live forever; let the Auckners and science rule forever. 

Simeon and Vannetta, the gleaming birds of love that come to us from so far away! 

Let them bathe in the light of life’s beauty; let their moments be as slow as a manatee.” 

 

And so, the glorious moments of love’s celebration rolled into the final mile; 

The sidewalk spectators, abloom with glee, screamed and waved palm branches at the  

Passing cars:  The gleeful guests, clad in splendor, wafted kisses at the streaming crowds! 

The bridal journey’s last mile featured exquisite, tastefully assembled floral arches: 

Oh, the lovely bridal arches; spangled with dainty, colorful flowers; bristled with beauty; 

Yea, flaming, colorful flowers; like flashing meteorites; crashing through the cove of night! 

And oh, the beauty of these dainty, delightsome flowers beamed so much light: 

See the refreshingly delightful flowers, whiffling in the sprightly waft of the afternoon; 

See how they flared and flamed in the sun, whirling in the noise of the spasmodic wind. 

Their polychromatic lights, like prismatic stars in the night, flamed in the afternoon glow: 

Frisky, elegant cheerleaders—ten dozen bevies to be exact—danced on the sidewalks, 

Oh, they danced and jigged and skipped and gamboled about the psychedelic pavement; 

The golden ladies, clad in saffron and crimson, frisked like sparrows about the roadside. 

They waved colorful, fluffy pompoms and threw kisses at the motorcade streaming by; 

 

Oh, the quaint Porticio streets, splashed with glimmering colors and gladsome noises! 

The churning, impetuous stream of joy, as loud as the horn of a morning train— 

The gleeful, vociferous sounds of love’s stirring moments of cheer choked the air. 

The exuberant, ecstatic voice of joy stuffed the air with heaven’s sweet fragrance of  

Gladness: Lost in the fog of another’s day of honor, they made it all their own. 
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Oh, the blithe, colorful crowd; filled with levity and exultance; fluttered the Corsican flag: 

Yea, the dancing stream of lovely Corsican flags whiffled in the brash boom of the wind. 

The lithe, joyous gallery of Firne admirers danced and jigged jollily on the side pavement; 

The dancing, screaming crowd of well-wishers blared and bellowed, “welcome, 

Welcome to beautiful Corsica; thou blazing angelic lights from the land of America. 

You’ve travelled across the deep and spanless sea to grace us with thy glorious presence;  

You’ve left the shimmering beauty of thy shores to come to the sublime glory of ours.” 

 



CHAPTER  19 

The Babylonian Bridal Reception 
The magnificent motorcade pulled into the beautiful and glorious wedding venue. 

Oh, see the dazzling bridal reception showcase of the Grand Marquis Hotel in Porticio. 

The flamboyantly adorned bridal limousine looked like a luxury suite on wheels; 

Equipped with wide-screen television and a dazzling array of modern amenities, 

The glazy carriage sparkled brilliantly in the delightful showroom of the afternoon: 

Oh, see the fulgent carriage; a blazing flame of fire and grace, sparkling in the twilit air; 

Behold its piquant, splashy colors; dexterously brushed by with the knuckles of skill. 

See the gleaming chariot of flame and beauty, abloom with glister and dash; 

Finally, it had reached its long destination; awash in the blithe sounds of holy matrimony.  

Oh, hear the tintinnabular sounds of wedding going off in the distance! 

Those jolly sounds of marriage, away in the distance, warmed so many hearts with glee.    

Yea, those soft, tinkling sounds of holy matrimony filled many hearts with joy! 

The guests’ lightsome cheeks, like blooming white tulips, emblazed the scene; 

See the pretty smiles, encased in their beautiful visages, illuming the gleeful afternoon. 

Oh, look, see how they flared and emblazed the graceful, delightsome reception venue. 

 

Their garments, bristling with the velvet sheen of riches, reflected stout Swiss accounts! 

Seiko and Rolex watches flashed like tarn-like mirrors in the blazing midday sun, 

And shoes that cost a fortune raised no eyebrows among the gathering’s tycoons: 

Oh, see how gently they ambled on the soft emollient sponge of luxurious adornment. 

The ground, ablaze with fluffy scarlet carpet, bristled with beauty and elegance! 

Oh, behold the tastefully carpeted venue, splattered with polychromatic lights— 

The brightly painted lights flitted and twinkled like beaming stars, lighting up the night. 

The air, abuzz with wedding’s cheerful chatter, sounded like a lively open market: 

A pictorial bevy of police helicopters pounded and panted powerfully overhead. 

They whisked and flitted meteorically like fighter jets over the splendid wedding venue; 

The Grand Marquis’ magnificent architecture looked like a colorful blaze of fire. 

Standing like a glimmering candle in the beautiful flame of twilight, 

The dashingly delightsome hotel looked like a flaming palace with too many floors. 

And dwarfed by its august, lofty grandeur; the wedding guests looked like little children; 

And like pungent Lilliputians gathered for a feast, they surrounded the bridal carriage. 
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The dazzling, refreshingly delightful bridal couple cheerfully alighted from the carriage. 

Oh, behold Vannetta Auckner, the queenly bride of the day’s splendid proceedings! 

Her cheeks; enchased in glistening, snow-white smiles; beamed like a beautiful star: 

The long, sleek Bentley Limousine gingerly drove away to the yawning parking depot. 

An elegant bevy of bridal assistants swarmed around the dashingly delightful couple. 

Some adjusted Vannetta’s hair, polished her cheeks, and touched up her bridal wrap; 

Others sprayed the newlyweds with redolent, romantic fragrances that stained the air. 

The odoriferous erotic fragrances, as dainty as camellias, cost too much money! 

Their exact worth, the value of a small Swiss account, mirrored the mood of things:  

Those chic erotic fragrances were selected from among the best in Paris, France. 

The scarlet bevy of ladies, as fresh as dawn’s breath, smiled radiantly at the bride. 

And oh, the bridal assistants; polished with the flame of bloom; reflected beauty’s light.  

See the gleaming gems of femininity, former students of the Paris Fashion Academy: 

Their beautiful cheeks, glazed with the polish of careful living, gleamed such lustiness; 

Eclectic Francois Guillaume selections, these bridal assistants caught a thousand eyes. 

 

Oh, what a splendid gaggle of pretty ladies: See how flawlessly they executed their tasks. 

But alas, all the beauty of their cheeks could not outshine the bride’s starry flame; 

Daintily painted with the brush of skill, Vannetta’s lovely cheeks beamed the light of  

Grace. Her radiant visage, like the bright light of an angel, outshone everyone else’s. 

And like a flaming bulb in the ballroom of clatter, Vannetta captured the hearts of all: 

Doused with the mist of love’s alluring fragrance, she irradiated the aroma of heaven.  

Her cheeks, brushed with the flame of beauty, radiated the light of glee and gladness; 

But the long bridal motorcade, like a blazing stream of fire in the street, was still fresh; 

Yea, it was still fresh in the enthusiastic Corsicans’ hearts, filled with zest and ardor. 

Oh, the swarming, sprightly crowds of a thousand colors that lined the sidewalks: 

The glazy limousine; splashed with crimson, purple, and gold; still flared before so many. 

And lost in the flame of scientific aristocracy, many still remained in a trance of glee; 

But alas, alas; all the nuptial pageantry, pomp, and fanfare had soon vanished. 

Yea, all of it had wilted in the faded vapor of slipped moments and gone forever! 

 

They were all but pretty moments; lost in the picturesque, elusive archive of the past. 

Those who basked so cheerfully in other people’s happy moments were locked out;       

Oh, lost behind the dark, iron curtain of night; they were all alone in that senseless prison. 

They were all alone in the sprawling cavern of night’s many thankless moments. 

Shut away in the crashing cruelty of night’s empty moments, they faced themselves— 

Oh, they faced themselves again under the merciless wheel of a world without meaning. 

The churning, cosmic boredom of their empty world came crashing down upon them! 

They mused and muttered, “When will our Prince Charming and Bright and Shining Armor 

Ever come: When will our long-awaited fairytale marriage ever unfold in this unfair world?” 

Many, as old as Mother Hubbard, have waited for as long as a thousand years: Oh what a pity! 
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And though many lonely folks found a bar to help them pass the night’s callous dreariness— 

Oh, to carry them through the flavorlessness of night’s empty, meaningless hours. 

 

Many merely dreamed of a royal wedding like the one they had just experienced. 

Oh, the pungent contrast between those with everything and those with virtually nothing; 

Yea, the stark contrast between the blithe invited guests and those locked out in the cold. 

And far away from the unhallowed bowels of the night’s destitute and lonely children; 

The titanic machine of the Vannetta bridal extravaganza was in high gear and full swing. 

Oh, the moments; the happy, pretty moments soaked with gladness, festivity, and cheer: 

The moments rolled by like soft, placid waves washing the cheeks of a yawning sea shore; 

And like a poignant flashback in a moving movie, the bridal couple descended the chariot.  

And oh, the joy; the wonderful joy that their mere presence aroused and evoked! 

The chic, exotic vehicle looked like a gleaming carriage from the showroom of heaven. 

Oh, the polished beauty and exquisite wizardry of scientific aristocracy’s engineering! 

That gleamy masterpiece of global scientific engineering was such a vivid symbol of joy: 

Nuptial joy, splashed in the dancing hearts of the bridal pair; bursting with gladness. 

 

Its exquisite attention to detail transfixed the delightful, pictorial stream of guests. 

Behold the flaming queen of dawn, bristling with joy amidst love’s beauteous glister; 

See Vannetta Firne-Auckner, gracefully garbed in the gleam of bloom and beam. 

Her wedding gown; a long, sweeping robe of satiny silk; was the cost of a king’s palace! 

See the bride’s glistening robe, shimmering like freshly fallen snow in the peeping sun! 

Its fulgent luster glowed with the splendent beauty of planets, bursting forth with light. 

The long, shimmery dress; glimmering in the sun; caught ten thousand eyes; 

O,h ten thousand brightly lit eyes awash in a pouring shower of wonder and amazement; 

Eyes, aglow with glee and gladness; gazed blithely at the cheerful bridal pair! 

Vannetta’s dispendious, eyebrow-raising robe flared even the cheeks of billionaires; 

The sheer dash of her bridal wrap jarred billionaires attending the wedding reception. 

Her huge nuptial retinue’s jolly cheeks blazed with excitement and dripped with joy; 

Their cheerful smiles were whiter than the tiny, tender hands of heaving waves. 

 

Oh, their soft, pretty smiles; as white as snow; flared the screen of the scene: 

Their lovely, dazzling smiles illuminated the occasion with ardor’s beaming glow. 

Vannetta’s simper, as pretty as a florid vase of white tulips, warmed the guests with glee;  

The beauty that effloresced from her cheeks was a florid burst of blush and bloom. 

And like a scintillating burst of a spring garden’s beauty, her presence flared the place; 

Oh, see Vannetta’s gleaming mien, like a quaint floodlight; it painted the evening’s dusk. 

Her pulchritudinous cheeks, suffused in a blush, looked like a pictorial piece of artwork; 

Yea, a marvelous piece of art, splattered on the glowing canvas of beauty and poise. 

Behold Vannetta, a refreshingly beautiful bouquet of beauty, arrayed in flame and luster; 

See the glorious bride of the hour, a brash splash of splendor and feminine appeal— 
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Her flawless, dimpled cheeks; as soft as a fairy wand camellia flower; radiated pure joy. 

Her graceful, flowing eyes were as pretty as a gleaming, pristine spring in the sunlight. 

 

Oh, Vannetta’s long, silky, streaming hair; like dangling vines; drooped down to her waist. 

Her pert, bushy eyebrows; imbued with the savor of erotic allure; looked like grass. 

Her swish, pretty, jauntily painted lips; as soft as a sweet strawberry fruit— 

Her exquisitely brushed lips, as lusty as a bridal cake, limned Cleopatra’s sex appeal; 

And her dazzling mien, as arresting as Elizabeth Taylor’s, made everyone look around. 

Oh, see Vannetta; behold that splendorous erotic bundle of beauty and bloom: 

Behold that golden star that flamed so brightly from her beaming smile. 

See that flaming light of beauty, oh that glowing star that lit the whole world afire; 

And though nature’s polished gems may have been long lost in the sand; 

Somehow or other, they just seem to reappear from the strange palace of nowhere. 

That ever-spinning wheel of the past just keeps on splashing up all that long, lost glory. 

Oh, that bold, exotic mirror of the past keeps flashing back the gems of distant people; 

And whenever these splendid gems of the past reappear, they can be so easily recognized: 

Behold Vannetta Auckner, as beautiful as Cleopatra, lost in the glaze of another’s glory. 

 

And oh, Mark Anthony, a man of sterling ambition, basking in the flame of love’s allure! 

See Vannetta, an avid admirer of Mark Anthony’s flame, a beautiful clone from the past; 

Yea, Vannetta Auckner; a graceful clone smack from the past; dripped with beauty. 

Behold Simeon’s bride, clad in the golden garment of beauty and splendor; 

Her dazzling mien, reflecting the magnificence of Elizabeth Taylor, lit the hall with fire.  

See the cheerful gaggle of guests, as happy as a flock of larks; lost in Vannetta’s beauty: 

Oh, the cosmopolitan value of love and beauty; what universal appeal they have! 

Yea, though their worth may vary from place to place, everyone knows their true value. 

And the resplendent glory of Vannetta’s finest hour defied the price of rubies: 

Simeon; the bridegroom, clad in a black tuxedo; alighted from the limousine behind his bride. 

Arrayed in the handsome vestment of dash and flair, he made so many ladies’ hearts flutter; 

His dashing smile and handsome mien drew a hail of applause from the star-studded crowd. 

Odium’s Shock at its Worst 

And smack in the midst of all that flaming, untarnished beauty roared a rushing river of stain: 

Oh, see how the slime of smudge besmirched such a splendid and marvelous wedding reception. 

A sophisticated bevy of assistants, accompanying the dignitaries, stained the moments; 

Yea, the empty gloss of fashion’s best soiled the lovely moments’ beauty and sacredness. 

Besmudging the sacrosanct beauty of marriage, they tossed their intimate attire at the blushing 

Bridegroom. And oh; what terrible shock waves that this horrid act spawned before the guests! 

The brash, impudent young ladies; in a fit of insanity; blared, “Venez et dormir chez nous; 
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Venez et dormir chez nous cette nuit (come and sleep with us; come, sleep with us tonight);” 

Whereupon they were summarily removed from the bridal reception venue and held in custody! 

Their light silk garments, fluttering like fallen leaves in the wind, were quickly removed; 

The shockingly odious, dastardly incident benumbed the bridal couple; lost in infamy’s smoke. 

 

The manifestly shaken newlyweds, trembling like leaves in the wind, merely smiled; 

And within minutes, long streaks of tears wandered across their gleaming countenances; 

But their tears of embarrassment and shame soon evaporated in the moment’s flaming fire.  

The shocking spectacle, as strong as a bolt of lightning, jarred and unnerved everyone; 

The egregious, flagitious incident; replete with shock and shame; rattled the horrified guests! 

Its conspicuously out of place character shook everyone like an earthquake in a high-rise. 

And then, the picturesquely vulgar episode quickly faded in the froth of its own wanton 

Mischievousness. And even the brazen tabloid photographers, as unabashed as beggars— 

Yea, even the shameless tabloid cameramen disdained the shockingly ugly, abominable deed. 

Oh, see the tabloid photographers, the very slime of the earth, transmuted into holy saints; 

Behold the hardy gaggle of tabloid newsmen, sublimed into saintly judges on moral matters! 

And despite all the crassness of these shadowy journalists, they refused the smutty story; 

 

Unwilling to tarnish and blotch the sacrosanct drapes of world scientific aristocracy; 

They held the outlandishly absurd villainy of the crass, whorish courtesans in contempt. 

Their association with Jerusalem’s Star University’s Foxy Dames was already suspected; 

Nonetheless, within minutes; all the smoke of the slimy incident had disappeared. 

The bizarre spectacle vanished faster than melting butter in a skillet: It jarred everyone! 

Within minutes, all the guests recovered from the jarringly ugly and shameful spectacle; 

And everyone continued to enjoy the wedding bash as if nothing at all had gone awry. 

The bridal couple, sauntering through a series of tastefully decorated arches, waved at the  

Crowd: Their brightly lit cheeks, like a comet’s glowing flame, flared the hall with bloom;  

The radiant guests, arrayed in gleam and glamour, wafted kisses at the glorious couple. 

Odium’s flame faded from their minds as they basked in all the wonderful glory of the day. 

A Rapturous Wedding Bash 

Waving and smiling at the gleeful guests, the bridal pair entered the hotel’s ballroom; 

The magnificently decorated banquet hall flamed with the glaze and gleam of splendor. 

The lavishly adorned ballroom was draped with the flame of streaming golden curtains; 

Bewrapped in a dazzling shawl of bloom, the ballroom looked like a blazing galaxy. 

Oh, my, my, my; the beauty, the splendor; the majestic, foudroyant showroom of pomp. 

The grand ballroom’s gilt decorations and fulgent chandeliers ignited with such glory; 

See how it reflected all the grandeur and indescribably beautiful palace of the night sky. 

The supremely beautiful ballroom, with a capacity of five thousand guests, was ablaze 
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With pulse: Its shimmering glow mirrored the delight and beauty of the northern lights. 

A steady stream of guests followed the bridal pair into the dashingly beautiful ballroom. 

Husky, burly French policemen gracefully guided the long motorcade’s wandering trail; 

A pungent stream of police officers directed the guests into the sprawling parking lot.  

The yawning parking depot lay just across the whirling cove in the Gulf of Ajaccio; 

The seemingly endless stream of chic, svelte automobiles was a stirring spectacle to behold; 

Dr. Firne and his wife arrived in an orchid Lamborghini limousine, jaded and shaken up. 

They arrived on the scene violently shaken by the bridal assistants’ brazen, dastardly act; 

And they were fuming with ire and discontent: Their distemperment was obvious to all. 

 

Mrs. Firne: Mildren, I do not know if I can go on after this most opprobrious deed— 

How dare they tried to tarnish my daughter’s wedding with the dusk of moral decay. 

I always knew that things were bad and trashy in this world of strange people; 

I knew that the world was a crass, crazy place; but I never knew it was anything like this! 

Oh, I never knew that this old world was anything like this ever. My God, my God! 

Help me, help me Lord not to hurt somebody who has done me so much harm today: 

Those girls have disgraced themselves; they have disgraced French society. 

Dr. Firne: The villainous vermin that smeared our children’s wedding will pay a dear price; 

If they know what is good for them, they should leave the earth immediately and go to hell. 

Mrs. Firne: Mildren, it just does not get any uglier than this; these are not human beings: 

They are aliens inhabiting human bodies on the earth: I must say that I am absolutely shocked. 

 

Dr. Firne: How on earth did these ignoble hookers get into our children’s weddings—how? 

Oh, those damnable, plain-clothes whores and molls and courtesans have disgraced the earth; 

Those da gone hookers and harlots have come so far to disgrace my daughter’s wedding. 

May their wombs be the birthplace of swine, snakes, snails, alligators, and gorillas! 

And even the shameless purveyors of moral shock and disgrace have refused the story: 

Yea, even men; thoroughly trained in reporting slime; have foregone treating this mess. 

Awash in shock and bewilderment, the tabloid newsmen were manifestly breathless! 

The shocking odium and slime of the assistants’ actions were too much for these newsmen;  

The bridal assistants’ brash, brazen actions had taken pornography to a new level.  

They had wantonly disgraced the inviolate ambiance of a scientific aristocratic wedding: 

This was tantamount to drugging and sexually violating Prince William’s wife.  

 

Dr. Firne:  And how did such trashy people get in here anyway?  I order an inquiry— 

Yes, I order a very thorough investigation of this most abominable and disgraceful act. 

And when I am finished with the culprits responsible for disgracing my children’s  

Wedding—oh when I am finished with them, they would have no ass to sit on! 

Oh, the frown of a fool’s mind on a pretty day and the nasty tale of a whore on the street. 

And oh, the foolhardiness of simpletons who’ve come to poison the beauty of love; 

They’ve come to pollute and poison the hallowed stream of love’s crowning moments. 
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And these crass clowns of evil have insulted scientific aristocrats’ revered society: 

They’ve overstepped the line; and oh, would they pay very dearly for this heinous deed— 

This dastardly act that has smeared the gleaming crown of scientific aristocracy’s values.  

How dare those whorish hookers travel from so far to spoil our children’s day of honor! 

And what irreparable damage that they’ve done to the revered bastion of our Christian Faith: 

They’ve soiled the sacred garment of love; they’ve insulted the inviolacy of marriage— 

Oh, God’s holiness, bemocked by the slime of whoredom and the grime of moral decline. 

***** 

And in the gushing pain of the moment, help seemed to have appeared from nowhere; 

A brawny police officer threw his arms around the Firnes and gently solaced them. 

And as they ambled away from the refulgent Lamborghini carriage, they screamed: 

“They are the venal servants of evil and corruption—they will pay for their deeds; 

They must pay their dues in musty, dingy, darkened, rat-infested dungeons. 

Oh, they are the slime that oozes from the shadowy veil of the human experience; 

They are the crass children of the devil who’ve stumbled into the chapel of our world; 

And oh, what wanton, senseless damage they’ve done to such innocent people!” 

 

Finally, the Firnes’ brightened and wangled their way through a maze of assistants: 

And with outstretched arms, Simeon and Vannetta pulled them into their bosoms; 

Yea, the newlyweds pulled them into their cheerful arms and hugged them very tightly. 

And consoled by the newlyweds, they cried out; “God bless our precious children; 

They’ve made us so proud today!  Our eyes have seen the fruit of our labor.” 

And in the meantime; the long, flaming procession of guests slowly filled the parking lot.  

Dr. Auckner-Zephner and her husband trundled into the depot in a scarlet Maserati; 

With tears streaming down their cheeks, they animadverted against the lurid infamy. 

 

***** 

 

Dr. Auckner-Zephner: I repent for being born a woman, akin to whores and molls; 

My noble son and daughter-in-law Simeon and Vannetta deserve better than this. 

The shockingly disgusting news has soured and poisoned such delightful moments; 

Oh, the alloy, the alloy of odium and moral dusk; what damage it has done here today! 

Dr. Zephner: Marlene, these are plainly the children of the devil; they infiltrated us: 

Somehow or other, they made their way into our tight-knit society and disgraced it. 

Dr. Auckner-Zephner: Those evil hookers have spoilt and disgraced our children’s day: 

They have literally painted Vannetta’s and Simeon’s day of wonder with human faeces. 

What irreparable damage that it has done to my wonderful son and daughter-in-law; 

This is shocking and nauseatingly disgusting!  I’ll blow a fortune to fix this evil deed! 

How dare those disgusting Parisian molls come and sully my children’s day of honor. 

 

Dr. Zephner: This is one sign that the earth has reverted back to the odious days of Noah: 
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People are devious and devilish; they have no respect for life’s sacred and inviolable things.  

Dr. Auckner-Zephner: Everything has now come down to the wire; man has become beast.  

I would be surprised if this world lasts another twenty years—it is just not sustainable! 

I am shocked at this dastardly deed, done in the name of buffoonery and harlotry; 

These heinous bags of sleaze have come into our palace and insulted us with their drawers; 

They’ve stuffed their nasty, funky, smelly drawers into our faces and made a fool of us all. 

The Ajaccio Court will hear this matter in a few days—yes, in just a few days from today. 

And justice will most certainly be served—it will be swift, painful, and devastating! 

And if enough jails are not there to house these damnable suckers—hookers and whores; 

I will personally build some new ones: These people are the vilest of wild beasts. 

They have no place in the lounge of postmodern society’s civilized people! 

 

Dr. Zephner:  Marlene, Marlene; you are my darling wife; and I love you very much: 

You talk about the lounge of postmodern society; these molls and courtesans are crooks. 

They’ve wangled and disguised their way into the inviolate hall of scientific aristocracy: 

They had no business here; they were never, and should never, have been invited here. 

But beneath the scarf of guile, they’ve wrangled their way into our sacred society.  

Dr. Auckner-Zephner: Everyone knows that our scientific aristocracy is a sublime society; 

The whole world knows that those slimy, sleazy, whorish women do not represent our kind. 

 

Dr. Zephner: Cleverly upholstered in the exquisite vestifture of guile, they’ve deceived us: 

Those shameless molls have debouched from the yawning lounge of postmodern society— 

Oh, that glorious and stunning society about which you speak so avidly and passionately. 

They belong to that exalted society that has followed the intellectual giant, Albert Einstein; 

And yet, in the wake of all that societal enlightenment; they are still largely simpletons. 

But you know; it is not the gleaming, bustling postmodern society that is at issue here: 

It is the condition of the human heart that calls the shots in the golden halls of moral matters. 

Dr. Auckner-Zephner: But what is enlightenment without moral conviction; that is so silly: 

Scientific enlightenment and technological advancement have made imbeciles out of so many. 

Dr. Zephnzer: What is at stake here is the arrant human naivety that blinds people’s minds; 

It is man’s naïve alignment with falsehood that predisposes him to such evil proclivities. 

And those who align themselves with the maleficent powers of the earth are the problem; 

Whether they are swank, ornately attired attorneys or unkempt, shabbily clad beggars! 

 

**** 

 

Suddenly, assistance arrived to help them cushion the jarring, lusty shock of the news. 

And seeing the languidness which the sour news had brought upon the Zephners; 

Three bridal assistants, dressed in navy blue and gold, embraced and solaced them: 

They compassionately consoled the angry parents, guiding them into the hall of fire. 

His Excellency, Amadyn Firne, Chairman of the world, was scheduled to appear later: 
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His Oxford-educated brother Arnold rumbled into the parking lot in a gold Aston Martin; 

His sister Sasha and Artem, her husband, roared closely behind in an ivory Aston Martin. 

Oh, Sasha Firne-Gamley, the driving star on the racecourse of chic sports cars; 

Her ivory Aston Martin, DB9 Coup, rolled into the parking lot like a jumbo jet! 

See the sprawling parking lot, like an exotic auto dealership of rare sports cars; 

Behold the flaming gleam of luxurious automobiles like glistening mirrors in the sun; 

They looked like resplendent stars twinkling from the black canvas of night. 

All the world’s most prestigious sports cars rolled into the sprawling parking depot,  

And what a wonderful and magnificent site it was to behold those gleaming carriages! 

All the world’s finest and most celebrated mechanical engineers were represented there: 

There were Rolls Royces, Aston Martins, Lamborghinis, Maseratis, and Burgades; 

There were also Elises, Jaguars, Ferraris, Moslers, Mercedes Benzes, and Lotus Esprits. 

 

The dazzling parking depot was a glistening showcase of svelte, colorful machines; 

The flaming parking lot bristled with the flashing lights of pomp and extravagance. 

The beaming cosmopolitan hotel, swarming with gleeful guests, flared with gladness! 

The distinguished gaggle of wedding guests included the who’s who on the world stage. 

And though the legal proceedings against the molls almost began immediately; 

Every trace of that smutty incident had been expunged from the guests’ minds: 

They chose to focus squarely on enjoying themselves and having a good time. 

Oh, the wedding, the wedding; that grand delightful wedding reception in Porticio! 

It hosted the seraphic circles of the sprawling, nascent culture of the new world society. 

Oh, the new world of cosmopolitanism and science; the world of aristocratic bosses— 

See how smoothly and beautifully the big wigs mingled and hobnobbed. 

So many folks from the astral circles of world society, all in one place! 

What a delightful sight it was to behold so much of the cream of the crop there; 

And oh, how cavalierly they went about having a good time like ordinary people. 

The Grand Ballroom, a Blazing Flame of Fire 

All the wedding’s illustrious guests filed into, and filled, the cavernous ballroom. 

Francois Guillaume, that dashing gentleman from Brussels, had done a magnificent job; 

Europe’s finest bachelor planned everything in grand style and put on a splendid show. 

The grand ballroom, the size of half dozen tennis courts, was a showroom of elegance; 

It was a glowing ball of fire, bristling with picturesque chandeliers and discotheque 

Lights.  Oh, the lights; the colorful, flashing discotheque lights blazed with glory: 

See the pungent, elegant chandeliers; see how they shimmered in the blazing hall of fire. 

The chandelier lights, reflecting an iridescent array of colors, dangled from the ceiling; 

Oh, see how they flashed and glimmered, engendering a dazzling shower of shadows: 

Their magnificent discotheque savor conceived a fulgorous flash of beauty and splendor; 
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The shimmery chandeliers looked like flaming, flashing sparks wandering in the wind. 

Oh, see the flickering embers: Their delightsome beauty warmed the hearts of all. 

The sparks, the sparks; the fluttering sparks painted the view with wonder and amazement; 

They looked like colorful drops of rain in an unending torrent of kaleidoscopic beauty; 

Yea, beautifully painted rain, splashing like water from a carriage’s wheel after a shower! 

 

The spectacular ballroom looked like a piquant palace of gleam and pulse and fulgor; 

It was a glorious hall of bloom and beauty that blazed with awe, pomp, and splendor! 

The splendorous, lavishly decorated banquet hall sparkled with breathless resplendence. 

Its fairy-tale, awe-inspiring beauty suffused the air with excitement and gladness; 

Its electrically charged ambiance, inoculated with dash, boiled with verve and ardor. 

The gaily clad guests looked like autumn’s flickering leaves, wandering in the wind; 

Their dainty smiles; as white as freshly fallen snow; dazzled in the shimmering lights! 

Across the consummately crafted walls was the beautiful autograph of abstract art. 

The colorfully painted floor, speckled with pictorial pearls, glimmered with gleam; 

The pungent, radiant pearls were dextrously etched into the floor’s smooth pavement.  

Oh, see the pearls, like glittering lights that reflected all the glory and majesty of love. 

The superbly engraved geometric symbols formed a dazzling, glazy lattice on the floor; 

And like a sprawling mirror on the ground, the gleaming floor flamed with beauty: 

It gleamed the bright, beautiful glory of a palace; dripping with bloom and splendor. 

 

The ornately decorated hall bristled with poignant round tables, glazed with bloom; 

And like bold mirrors, these gleaming tables reflected the grand ballroom’s stately glory: 

They looked like giant mirrors, capturing the splendor of the whiffling chandelier lights! 

See the flickering resplendence of the prismatic lights, twinkling like stars— 

Oh, brilliant stars that flare the distant night with heaven’s piercing, lambent light. 

And around the lustrous tables were elegant chairs, glazed with the glint of gold: 

Their soft, snug savor; the sponge of luxury; reflected the rich grandeur of aristocracy. 

Their legs, as strong as iron, had smooth soles that rested softly on the beaming floor; 

Dazzling, exquisitely beautiful flowers flamed from the tops of the golden tables. 

The gorgeous bouquets, like flickering lights, reflected the effulgence of falling stars: 

The dazzling ballroom’s sheer girt made the flowers look like a meteorite shower.  

Champaign, the cost of a fur coat, bubbled from the sprightly glimmering tables; 

Scarlet wines, as costly as a year’s stay at the Marriott, sparkled from the glistering gems. 

The delightfully surreal scene of pomp and extravagance hardly raised any eyebrows; 

Oh, the lavish expenditure and grotesque extremes of aristocracy that filled the hall. 

What an unmistakable statement it made of scientific aristocracy and its unthrifty extremes; 

What brash extravagance it flaunted before the flared eyes of its pert, jubilant guests! 

 

The wedding’s strange spectacle of prodigality filled no eyes with jealousy and envy; 

It bruised the pride of no one—not even the supercilious aristocrats in Corsica! 
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Everything cost huge sums of money—trashcans, bags, and even the mats on the table! 

See the refulgent tables, draped in the flaming boom of affluence and gleam; 

And perched on a scaffold-like platform were the blazing, dazzling musical bands. 

These pyrotechnic orchestras represented the best of what the world had to offer; 

Their colorful, cosmopolitan flavor mirrored the pungent mood of the nuptial spectacle. 

Several major metropolitan orchestras were present; oh what joy and cheer they brought: 

The London, Paris, and Tokyo Big Bands electrified the eminent gathering. 

See how they dazzled the illustrious cast of world figures, painting their cheeks with glee; 

And yes, there were several other bands that cheered the distinguished gaggle of guests. 

Yea, other bands of world acclaim—Flowers in the Fire; Falling Stars, Flaming kiss— 

And Breath of the Morning, oh that band; that band that stole the whole evening of fun. 

Oh, the blithe, ecstatic clatter of world scientific aristocracy and its brash effervescence! 

What a wonderful sight: It seemed as if all the world’s aristocrats were at the reception. 

Oh, what a gathering!  What a mammoth gathering of the world’s best known big shots! 

 

The gaping bridal hall, as wide as the sea, afforded all the space in the world to hold them: 

Oh, the breath and fragrance of global scientific aristocracy’s dainty perfumes; 

Costly aromatic fragrances that would empty most wallets tinctured the air. 

See the glorious banquet hall, bristling with expensive, glistening gems. 

Ruby rings that cost as much as a city block; diamond bracelets that cost too much— 

Chic, sparkling purses; from the treasury of heaven; shimmered like snow in the sun.   

Diamond shoes, as bright as Jupiter; glistered against the radiant pearly floors; 

Dashing women, strapped in Stuart Weitzman shoes, made the floor look like an amethyst Mine: 

Sparkling in the ambiance’s sheenful fulgor, they glowed like piquant flickering lights; 

The magnificent baronial environment looked like an ornate ballroom in heaven. 

And though bloom, pomp, pageantry, fanfare, and magnificence were everywhere; 

Good ethics and smooth balance were quite conspicuously noticeable as well. 

No smoking signs were everywhere, and profanity was absolutely out of the question; 

Signs cautioning against excessive alcoholic beverage consumption were not a few! 

Brawny, skilled chauffeurs; hired as paid bridal assistants; mingled with the guests: 

They were among the bridal assistants to chauffeur any tipsy guests to their hotel suites. 

 

The burly, dexterous chauffeurs handled Porticio’s narrow, unpredictable streets well; 

And help was available to anyone who had had too much of the very costly French wines: 

He was placed in the custody of a licensed security chauffeur and taken to his hotel. 

And while many were still in awe of the beautiful ballroom, the bridal couple entered; 

They made their formal entrance onto the skillfully constructed, make-shift scaffold. 

Their entrance into the splendid banquet hall was the evening’s most moving spectacle; 

The tall, handsome, ruddy Simeon flared the heart of every young lady present; 

Yea, the hearts of all the young ladies fluttered as they sat around the flaming tables. 

Oh, those superbly ornamented tables, emblazed with Corsica’s finest flowers! 
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See how warmly and tenderly and cheerfully Simeon held the fingers of his lovely bride; 

Oh, how tenderly he held her hand as if all the value in the world was locked up in them. 

But if Simeon were the woman’s man of the hour; his flaming, willowy wife was a star— 

A splashing, dazzling, blazing star; bristling with glamour and beauty and flair and pizzaz! 

Oh, Vannetta; tall, pulchritudinous, and gracile; had all the trappings of Miss Universe: 

Graceful, glamorous, lovely, and full of feminine appeal; the bride was simply stunning! 

 

Her presence, as beautiful as a comet, was as bright as a flaming summer morning; 

Her florid mien, free from the flecks of flaws, flared the eyes of the admiring guests. 

Oh, the gleesome, bridal gathering; brightened with joy; soaked up every moment of it: 

See how they admired and gaped at Simeon’s comeliness, poise, charm, and stature; 

See how they gazed at Vannetta’s splendid, dazzling display of ladyhood and grace. 

Her graceful, gleeful mien flamed like a lovely peach crimsoning in the sun; 

Oh, her radiant, comely visage flared in the pouring showers of all that attention; 

The magnetic electric power of beauty and glamour filled the air with passion’s pulse. 

There she was, flickering like a splendid tanager in the bold mirror of everyone’s eyes. 

 Her beaming, statuesque cast; as pretty as the Queen of Sheba’s; impressed all the guests! 

Her long, streaming robe; trailing on the ground; shimmered with foudroyant lights; 

Her wit and tact infused the guests with glee, admiration, and exuberance. 

The effusive, effervescent guests roared with gladness as they welcomed the bridal pair; 

Yea, they received the seraphic bridal couple with a thunderous roar of applause. 

The zestful, ebullient banquet hall exploded like a bomb with passion, pulse, and exultance. 

 

It was a loud explosion of the pert passion of aristocrats, proud to be among their own;  

Yea, among their own in such a convivial, stellar environment; fraught with vivacity!   

The grand ballroom blazed with the raw fire of zeal as the lively flower girls passed by; 

The ballroom erupted with screams as they ambled behind the bride’s long, flowing robe. 

And oh, how beautifully the pretty flashing lights smiled at the cheering audience; 

Their gleaming cheeks flickered like the beaming tongues of candles in the wind. 

The radiant, colorful flowers they bore flared the atmosphere with the fire of flush; 

The dazzling camellias and painterly azaleas lit every heart with the flame of a smile. 

And oh, what a magnificent role they played in that thespian bridal spectacle. 

Their fulgent eyes, as bright as distant astral lights, emblazed the rarified ambiance; 

And like streaming floodlights, their pretty eyes gaped at the radiant bride. 

Step by step they sauntered softly down the aisle to the splendidly assembled stage; 

And finally, the gladsome bridal couple arrived on the delightsome, lightsome scaffold. 

Arrayed in a blaze of bloom, they smiled upon the world with astral radiance and glee. 
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Proud Godparents 

The blithe audience leaped to its feet and uproariously applauded the newlyweds. 

Dr. Chapellson, Malibu’s Upper Room Tabernacle’s Pastor, was the hour’s master of  

Ceremony. And in his unique style of dash and swank, he quickly moved into his role; 

He briskly ascended the stage and addressed the guests in his distinct California style. 

And oh, how glowingly and refreshingly he spoke of his beloved goddaughter; 

How much love he showered upon her before an aristocracy obsessed with family life! 

And while he spoke, the swank bridal couple smiled and reveled in all the accolades; 

Here and there, Vannetta waved and smiled at him as if to say, “Don’t tell it all.” 

And every now and again, the men would take off their hats and wave them in the air; 

From the looks of things, it appears as if there was a distinct hat tradition with these folks.  

 

Scientific aristocrats seemed to have had a custom of tossing hats in the air at weddings; 

Earlier in the wedding drama, a blooming bouquet of hats had been tossed in the air. 

The curious, surreal spectacle was even more obscure when these hats’ cost really sank in; 

The flaming hat-tossing spectacle was a dramatic scene as the bride sauntered down  

The aisle:  The florid, flickering lights flared the air as the goggled guests gazed at them. 

Whether the bridal assistants retrieved and dusted off these lovely dispendious hats— 

Whether they gathered up and returned the hats to their respective owners is not known. 

What was known was that these weddings had a great affinity for tossing hats in the air, 

And what a stirring extravaganza it generated as the colorful shower of hats poured down! 

And now that the vows had already been exchanged and the bridal kiss had faded; 

Somehow or other, most of the guests were back in possession of their chic, costly hats. 

 

They were again using their hats to demonstrate their approval of what was being said; 

Hats, like flashing lights and wandering sparks in the wind, flickered in the electric air. 

An,d her godfather Dr. Chapellson, full of pride and delight, moved the audience with tales: 

His pungent stories about Vannetta’s childhood quirks and funny moments cheered everyone; 

He repeatedly referred to her as the tall, pretty girl for whom all the boys had an eye. 

Oh the many dashing suitors who came rushing to him about his goddaughter, 

And how he had to fend them off from around him!  Oh the stories, the stories— 

What epic heart-warming stories he told about Vannetta’s beautiful teen years! 

And oh, Vannetta, Vannetta; her lovely cheeks abloom with blush— 

Vannetta, as bright as a tulip garden blazing in the wind, lit every visage with a smile; 

And her loving godfather Dr. Chapellson had so many wonderful things to say about her: 

 

Dr. Chapellson (Vannetta’s Godparent):  Oh my distinguished friends and countrymen; 

Look, behold the girl; behold the fairest and most delightful woman in the world! 

She is the exquisite handiwork of all the moil and toil that we have all put into her; 

And today, she is a bright, beautiful parcel of femininity, bloom, and genius. 
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She is a pungent bundle of laughs and pretty giggles; she is a beautiful glass of joys: 

Behold Vannetta, our very own child, crafted by the knuckles of scientific aristocracy. 

And it has not always been peaches and cream for her or us—there were those times! 

This relationship, with all its awkward twists and turns, has come a very long way: 

Her strange, litigious relationship with Simeon was of great concern to all of us. 

Their early relationship’s sour, quarrelsome cast was a jarring jolt to many people; 

And there were many who scoffed, jeered, and mocked this noble, loyal couple— 

These two dedicated people who’ve persevered in love’s searing heat against all odds. 

And yes, even many well-wishers sneered about the silly joke of their relationship: 

Many mindless, hateful people made unsettling, Archilochian comments about their love; 

They dubbed it a cruel prank and a quaint Arcanum in the vertiginous museum of nature. 

 

Many talked sarcastically about the relationship as a nasty divorce battle lurking in the wings; 

Yea, they viewed it as an ugly divorce court trial ahead with several folks getting hurt; 

And their mordant, poignant comments pierced the bones of all of us who loved her. 

Though they were not sticks and stones, they pierced our hearts and broke our bones; 

Alas, it has been five years; and these kids had to work through some tough, thorny issues— 

And they did. They’ve indeed done all the hard work and have bloomed like pretty flowers. 

And today, all the cynical, sardonic gainsayers and caustic commentators have gone away: 

They’ve taken a long stroll in the bowels of the woods and have not been seen since.  

And since then, many have simply vanished into the strange shearing wind of the past; 

But these two hardy children of love have waxed stronger and more committed to each other. 

Love has been kind and merciful to them, and they’ve never ceased to thank her; 

They’ve paid the price of sacrifice and compromise for the beauty they now share. 

Look at them now—their love has bloomed into a florid garden of verdant beauty: 

The flaming showcase of their love has become the world’s favorite jewelry store. 

 

Oh, what a glorious, golden garden of commitment, love, and beauty that they’ve created— 

Beauty, varnished with the paint of love and polished with the gleam of truth and hard work. 

And now, inasmuch as they’ve weathered all the truculent storms of conflict and ire; 

Forasmuch as they’ve patiently negotiated all their political, social, and cultural conflicts; 

The time has come for them to be crowned with all the glory and beauty of love: 

Yea, the time is ripe for them to be emblazoned with the glorious crown of marriage. 

They’ve tamed and quieted the wild mule of life’s angry, boisterous moments: 

Today, they are promoted to a new level of earthly existence; for they’ve paid their dues. 

Yea, they’ve been promoted today to the beauteous oneness that marriage bestows— 

That golden oneness that marriage bestows upon love’s hardy children of bliss! 

And let us give these two wonderful children of love another round of applause. 

And now, Simeon; you may kiss the bride of thy soul before an admiring world of glee: 

Oh, the whole world and its astral circles are watching you—glory in the moment. 

The world has gathered here today to share in the sublime beauty of this love story— 
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Oh this most marvelous and splendid love story of Simeon and Vannetta Auckner! 

 

***** 

 

Dr. Chapellson’s gracious, heartwarming speech moistened the eyes of many in the  

Audience.  And, as he ambled away from the lovely scaffold; the music began again: 

Simeon softly kissed his bride as the band “Flowers in the Fire” played their song. 

Simeon eclectically selected the Lionel Richie’s Classic; “Three Times a Lady.” 

And oh, the wonderful dance he had with his wife on the floor and the crowd’s response! 

The audience, inoculated with gladness, rapturously roared and cheered and whistled— 

They screamed and applauded like a raging storm, crashing through a forest; 

In fact, they danced to this beautiful, romantic song three times in half of an hour. 

The illustrious global audience bellowed and screamed to the top of their voices; 

Oh, the gladdened and excited guests hurled lustily painted balloons into the air. 

See the splashy balloons; spangled with colorful pretty lights, bobbing up and down! 

Each golden fruit of beauty carried an epithetical message to the bridal pair: 

“Vannetta et Simeon, les enfants d’amour (Vannetta and Simeon, the children of love,) 

Vannetta, la belle rouge gorge, nous vous aimons tellement beaucoup et Simeon. 

(Vannetta, the pretty robin, we love you and Simeon so very much.”) 

 

Oh, the heartwarming messages, splashed on the painterly cheeks of love’s friends! 

See the heraldic salutations, splattered on the screen of love’s display cases. 

Behold the lovely cheerful faces, so skillfully limned on the elastic fabric of the balloons; 

Spangled across the beautiful banquet hall, they flared like winter nights’ pretty stars. 

And oh, what dramatic effect they displayed beneath the shimmering discotheque lights; 

See the ballroom’s psychedelic ceiling, like a fulgent basket of lusty summer fruits. 

Oh, the lights, the lights; those prismatic lights of dark winter nights, illumed in a blaze of  

Glory: They bobbed and twinkled like stars dancing away in the distant night. 

They carried the distinguished cosmopolitan gathering’s heart-felt sentiments— 

Yea, they displayed the guests’ precious thoughts and feelings of love and goodwill. 

They carried the warm, wonderful feelings of the Federal Earth’s lusty citizenry: 

All of the Earth’s citizens’ glorious thoughts and sentiments were enwrapped in those  

Balloons.  Oh, those luminous, floating balls of fire; pushing the roof off its rafters. 

What a blaze of glory they painted against the discotheque lights’ flickering colors! 

And like a psychedelic canopy of fire, the dancers reveled in the electric moments. 

 

Suddenly, the dancing stopped; Dr. Chapellson hastily ascended the stage again. 

He thanked the audience for their exuberant appreciation of his goddaughter’s love story; 

He complimented the splendid urbane gathering for its showery show of love. 

Yea, for its magnificent display of goodwill and appreciation for his children— 

Beckoning with his hands; he said, “Oh most illustrious assembly of human beings;  
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These are the children of honor.  Their tireless perseverance is a sociology classroom; 

These are the golden children of love who never gave up on each other.” 

And his stirring, fiery elocutionary remarks continued for a few more minutes; 

Then he left the stage to make room for an even more colorful and fierier guest of honor; 

Whereupon the spruce, natty, trig Dr. Omou scurried onto the stage with a cheerful smile. 

Oh, the sprightly, swish, swank Dr. Omou; the cleanest piece of dirt in Nigeria: 

See Dr. Omou; a man of class, genteelness, and noble stature; a fine, gracious man— 

Yea, a wonderful academician and longtime friend of the Firnes! 

There he was—all eyes were fixed upon him, and everyone eagerly awaited his words; 

He heartily greeted the blithe bridal gathering with a mouthful of gleeful remarks: 

 

Dr. Omou (President of Lagos Polytechnic University, flashing that signature smile): 

Good evening; oh graceful, gracious folks of the Federal Union of the Earth! 

Oh, wonderful, marvelous people of our radiant new Earth, splashed with bloom— 

How good it is to be here to see your dazzling faces, dripping with the fresh paint of joy. 

And oh, what a joy it is to be here in your midst and to share these golden moments! 

I know that Dr. Chapellson has had a hand in Vannetta’s life, but we raised her; 

Our goddaughter Vannetta has been truly a child of the earth and a woman of honor. 

Raised on all six continents, she can legitimately claim citizenship just about anywhere. 

What a laudable, remarkable socialization and beautiful childhood that she has had! 

Oh, what a marvelous childhood that she has had—she has travelled to so many places: 

She has been all over the world and has married a real man of the earth—our man; 

She has married into the royal kingdom of the Jews, gathered from everywhere. 

 

They are the grains of rice, gathered by the wind and sprinkled around the Dead Sea. 

And oh, what a fiery storm that raged in the inchoate part of their relationship! 

Just when the whole world began laughing at the whimsical prank of their love, 

These two phenomenal human beings pulled off a stunt that shocked the world. 

Their lovely cosmopolitan spirit has refreshed educators around the world: 

Dr. Ucklaby; physics professor of World University, Ibadan; has been impressed— 

He has been very impressed with them and has sent his highest regards to them. 

They’ve dazzled erudites and college administrators with their magnificent intellect; 

And today, they dazzle us with the unalloyed beauty of their love and presence; 

Yea, the magnificent beauty of their presence; draped in the shining garb of marriage! 

These delightful cosmopolites are rewriting the rules of marriage and citizenship. 

 

Simeon, an Orthodox Jew; attended Ibadan Polytechnic University in Nigeria. 

He is married to Vannetta, an African American billionaire from Malibu, California! 

They are truly the children of the Federal Earth and are teaching all of us a new lesson— 

Yea, these golden children of the earth are teaching us a new lesson in civics: 

The world has changed, and is changing more and more rapidly every day. 
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Oh, splendid gathering of the earth, painted in a thousand colors, you so refresh my soul. 

And like a beautiful garden, sprayed with the colorful gleam of pretty flowers; 

You reflect all the glory of the earth and the splendor with which it is covered. 

What a joy it is to be in this most distinguished gathering to share in my child’s glory! 

And I think my friend Chairman Amadyn Firne, her brother, would agree with me here. 

We, the people of the scientific community, are especially proud of the progress— 

We are very proud of the mammoth progress that we’ve made in federalizing the Earth. 

 

And now, we must set about to bridge the sociocultural gaps in the world; 

And in this regard, we are gathered here to celebrate the union of these two noble people: 

We are here to celebrate the marriage of an Orthodox Jew and an African American 

Christian woman. This is a marvelous triumph in the war against senseless ethnic walls: 

It is a great victory against the vain walls that wantonly and maliciously divide people; 

We are proud of this marriage for what it represents—breaking down the cultural walls. 

Simeon’s and Vannetta’s marriage is a reflection of that kind of worldwide society;  

And that, my friends and countrymen, is the paragon of progress and success in our New 

World Order.  We must be careful to spotlight these brave milestones along the way: 

Vannetta Firne-Auckner is not just an ordinary Christian American woman— 

She is a star academician, a chic multibillionaire, and the prettiest woman in the world! 

 

Vannetta is also my loving goddaughter; and oh, how beautifully she has grown! 

I stand here before you today, a proud godfather; cheering on these two people: 

Yea, I stand here to salute this wonderful couple beneath the golden parasol of oneness. 

In their astral commitment to each other in holy matrimony, they’ve made a statement— 

They’ve made a noble statement that bellows from every mountain and every vale.  

And this august statement is addressed to the government of the universe, Jesus Christ; 

They stand here in the reverence and majesty of Christ, declaring their love to him. 

And the God of the universe has blessed them with a life of plenitude and wealth; 

One that is stuffed with heaven’s favor and the bountifulness of endless treasures; 

For this is the only type of marriage that he has ordained—original marriage. 

It is that unique nuptial union between a man and a woman that he has ordered. 

Don’t get me wrong:  I am not saying that other kinds of marriage do not exist— 

God just does not approve and endorse these cruel, evil inventions of men.  

 

Though men may view these vile, satanic inventions as progressive, evolutionary changes;  

God sees them essentially the same way he has always seen them: sin, vanity, and folly. 

God does not change with the times: He is neither man nor a kaleidoscope. 

God does not change his mind about evil.  Man plays with the devil: God never does. 

And herein is the essence of falsehood in the world: Man changes his mind about evil. 

And this is because the devil, a superhuman spirit, is forever working against God; 

He opposes God through the flawed, corrupt machine of human beings on the earth. 
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And by beguiling and bamboozling man to change his mind about that which is evil, 

He essentially distorts God’s natural order of things and upsets the cycle of nature. 

This, in turn, breeds the wrath of God and brings ruin and doom upon the human race; 

And then, man blames God for all the evil things that he himself causes in the world: 

Man introduces evil inventions into the world and upsets the delicate cycle of nature. 

 

A righteous and holy God responds with judgment, and the world of man is crushed to pieces. 

This happened in Noah’s day; it happened in Sodom and Gomorrah: It will happen again: 

But, somehow or other, man has a short memory; he forever tries to shortchange God; 

He tends to forget what happened in the past and goes right on playing with the devil again. 

When ruin, gloom, and doom show up in his world; he becomes antsy and goes berserk. 

Yea, suddenly, he goes berserk and runs around like a chicken with its head cut off. 

Man must always remember: God does not change his mind about sin and evil. 

What he said ten thousand years ago is what he is saying today—and will say tomorrow: 

It is the same thing that he will say one quadrillion years from today; he does not change. 

And don’t you ever forget it; yes, don’t you ever forget it—God never forgets it. 

Go ahead and mess around with the devil’s evil inventions in the world if you like: 

But don’t you ever forget it—swift doom and destruction will stalk and devour you! 

 

I do not hate same-sex lovers—they are the wonderful creation and handiwork of God; 

As a spokesman of God; I cannot but speak his notions, thoughts, and sentiments; 

And I must do so even at the expense of being misunderstood by a vile, corrupt world. 

Who on earth can improve upon the beauty and sanctity of holy matrimony! 

It is an institution that cannot be improved upon, for it was ordained by God himself. 

Many who wish to marry the same sex—and even beasts—have defiled themselves: 

Yea, they have defiled themselves and the very essence of human copulation. 

And the unmixed wrath of a holy God has not slumbered—it has been unrelenting: 

Mountain chains have suddenly turned into blazing infernos, ruining everything in sight. 

These raging conflagrations have swept down steep mountain slopes with tornadic fury; 

Oh, these terrible, fiery storms have rushed down sheer slopes and devoured whole cities. 

 

Many downhill towns have been devoured in the yawning mouth of nature’s wrath: 

Moving at avalanche speed; they have struck with implacable and devastating wrath. 

Whole communities, devoured like food, have disappeared within minutes; 

Calm, hot, sunny days brashly and unexpectedly spout violent rainstorms— 

Fierce, raging, and destructive rainstorms drown sprawling urban communities. 

Geophysicists and atmospheric scientists are stunned by these freak phenomena. 

These savage, unforgiving disasters are the harsh words of nature’s disapproval— 

Yea, nature’s angry disapprobation of man’s wanton acts of rape and betrayal of truth— 

Shocking rape of the natural order of things and numbing betrayal of the human race! 

And yes, there are many cynical commentators who minify and denigrate marriage; 
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They call it the relict, fossilized social institution out of step with the new order of things. 

They are wrong—dead wrong—marriage is from God and will prevail, bloom, and thrive: 

 

We are the scientists whom God has chosen to sit at the helm of global government. 

Oh, the Omega Government, the polity of the Alpha Factor, the Iron Rod of the Earth! 

Despite the maddening shower of nature’s wrath, our government has come a long way. 

Behold our world, transmuted from a howling jungle to an emerald paradise of Eden; 

And oh, how suddenly most of the storms and crises have passed from the scene. 

The ground now brings forth abundant, refreshingly delicious fruits and vegetables; 

Oh, tomatoes, as large as cantaloupes, burst from the shrubs and lie on the ground. 

Big, strapping branches break under the weight of large, bulging plums and apples; 

These sweet, delectable fruits gleam in the golden sunlight; dangling to the ground. 

Turkeys and fowls, as large as a fully grown hog, wander around the yard. 

 

Our world has experienced a powerful explosion of greatness, plenitude, and boom; 

This productivity explosion is directly attributed to the Omega’s rule upon the earth now,  

And the dramatic Omega effect is observed in virtually all areas of earthly life today. 

Our streams and rivers are not only cleaner, but also abound with nutritive life; 

Our educational institutions are second to none; and our cities; oh our lovely cities— 

Our cities are gleaming showcases of technological advancement and human progress. 

The world’s treasury overflows with coins of gold, ruby, and amethyst; 

Our children grow up in a world of peace, virtually free from the terror of hoodlumism. 

Thank you; oh beautiful children of the earth; thy faces shine with the glory of the sun:   

Thank you, oh gleaming faces of the earth; what splendid contribution you’ve made! 

What a magnificent role you’ve played in helping us to jettison the old order of the past. 

 

*****                                                                  

 

Dr. Omou’s laconic remarks sounded like a stump speech at a political campaign; 

But alas, all that was in the mix and reflected the standard order of things. 

Politics was mixed with everything; it was a smooth elixir enjoyed just about everywhere. 

Dr. Omou’s speech ended; the jam-packed banquet hall erupted into stentorian screams— 

Yea, loud, vociferous screams of rhapsody that kept people applauding for minutes! 

The people danced, cried, and shouted; “La voix de Dieu, La voix de Dieu. 

Oh la voix de Diew nous a parle aujourd’hui; la voix de Dieu nous a parle!” 

They jumped and screamed and hollered, “The voice of God, the voice of God; 

The voice of God has spoken to us today; the voice of God has spoken to us today.” 

And some in the French audience thundered, “A marriage made in heaven; 

The voice of God has spoken to us from the roof of this edifice, and we are so happy.” 

 

The rapturous Corsicans, pleased with Dr. Omou’s words, cried from the top of their  
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Voices: Their screams; as loud as a noisy schoolyard, almost lifted off the roof! 

Dr. Omou got into the act and gave glory to the holy government of the sprawling universe; 

The rhapsodic speech, inoculated with surrealism and gladness, electrified the audience: 

Even the security staff flung themselves into the celebratory, rhapsodistic dance party. 

And after fifteen minutes, Dr. Omou could not stand the gleeful clamor anymore: 

He lifted up his hands, beckoning the gathering to quiet down and come to order. 

He had totally stolen the spotlight from the stunned bridal pair, aghast at the spectacle; 

And oh, what little care the guests seemed to show for his jubilant words of urgency. 

The sophisticated audience’s obscure behavior was a piquant showcase of curiosity.  

Who would have ever imagined such outlandish conduct from this urbane bunch! 

 

It seemed as if they had briefly lost their minds in the moments’ rapturous frenzy;            

And oh, how much they seemed to have enjoyed the temporary lapse of their sanity. 

And quieting the crowd with his hands, Dr. Omou continued to utter lovely words: 

“Oh, gladdened, excited people of the earth; I need your ears for a moment! 

Just a moment—you will continue to praise the God of the universe in a moment. 

My wonderful colleague and dear, dear friend Dr. Rengwon will take it from here.” 

Suddenly, the loud music swooned; the dancing ceased; and the exultant screams faded: 

The quivering of the ballroom suddenly died away and a loud hush filled the air. 

Dr. Rengwon scampered onto the stage as if he were a seventh grader in middle school; 

He complimented the gleaming bridal couple on their glorious day of wonder; 

He lauded the audience for its vociferous praise to the Government of the universe: 

 

Dr. Rengwon (President, Oxford Ecumenical University):  Oh, my, my; good heavens! 

What in the world is going on here tonight?  Whatever it is, it is wonderful! 

Oh, gracious children of the earth, the Holy God of the universe has blessed us richly: 

He has crafted this magnificent marriage and installed a new type of government. 

The great God of this sprawling cosmos has installed a new government here on earth; 

He has blessed us with bountifulness, benevolence, boom, and boon. O what a bonanza! 

God has blessed us with regal weddings—bright and fair—they last for a lifetime; 

Oh, the Omega Government, hatched in heaven, is so glad to share in this golden moment. 

Behold the new age of beauty and glory; behold the most wonderful wedding reception ever! 

Behold Simeon and Vannetta, the gleaming faces of the glorious Age of Science. 

Gaze at love’s golden children; their radiant cheeks bewrapped in the soft scarf of joy: 

Their eyes, suffused with the light of beauty and the flame of bloom, shine like stars before us. 

 

Aren’t our children Simeon and Vannetta simply wonderful and stunning—give them a hand! 

Their dogged determination and remarkable love story have brought us here today— 

Their great persistence brought us here to emblazon the sublime virtues of love and marriage. 

Oh, the golden virtues of sacred matrimony, the anchor of the new age of science— 

And though many of the naysayers have denigrated marriage with sour, mordant words; 
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Though many have made caustic, Archilochian remarks about the viability of marriage— 

Yea, though many of their devilish remarks have castigated the pearl of holy matrimony; 

Marriage will prevail because it is the very essence of love itself and human existence. 

Oh, though their trenchant political activism has introduced vile, new brands of marriage; 

Gracious friends of the earth, we must not be duped by these mindless, callous cowards: 

We must not be hoodwinked by the cruel advocates of an upside-down worldview. 

Oh, the oxymoronic joke of a backward progressivism, obscured by the fog of confusion; 

Oh, distinguished friends and countrymen; we are the brash architects of the new age. 

Yea, the new age of science and wonder; replete with technological marvels of all kinds! 

 

We are the real exponents of the glaring design clearly observable in the universe! 

We must not flinch, quail, cringe, or cower in the titanic fight for soberness and sanity; 

We must fight with all our might to extirpate the cancerous growth of sodomy in the  

World.  And we cannot, and must not, draw back now: we must fight like brave soldiers. 

Oh, jolly cubs of the earth; we must not draw back now, for we are almost there! 

We must embrace the arduous task of ridding the world of the thorns of evil. 

We must rush to the wilted garden of society and deracinate the hardy weed of gay  

Marriage:  We must be careful not to uproot God’s handiwork of misguided people.  

We must love and forgive their angry, poisonous words against our great commission; 

We absolutely cannot sit around and let our conscience be stained and vilified— 

Oh, smudged and vitiated by the rugged, temerarious advocates of spiritual darkness! 

 

Let the fulgent bulb of truth drown the whirling, howling cave of darkness in our world; 

Let the brilliant light of life erase the unsightly rust and grime in the eyes of men. 

And let us all build strapping, gleaming pillars of society that can withstand hell’s storms.  

We must continue to stuff the airways and paint society with beautiful love stories— 

Yea, with golden love stories and wonderful marriages such as this one before us here today! 

Simeon and Vannetta are the glowing symbols of the new earth that we now represent— 

An earth free from the brumal clouds of pornography, sodomy, and gay marriage; 

An earth devoid of the explosively destructive power of witchcraft and occultism! 

Oh, jolly cubs of the earth; we have work to do, and we must move with dispatch:           

We must disassemble this hideous, satanic machine of vice and vileness in the world. 

We are the new breed of scientists who vehemently advocate moral soberness and sanity; 

We’ve had the other side’s evil administration distort and pollute nature’s pristine spring. 

 

It has poisoned the minds of our wonderful children and turned them into wild beasts; 

It has corrupted our children’s minds, converting them into porn addicts and perverts: 

That old antichristian regime has turned our kids into homosexuals, lesbians, and witches. 

We are the new boys on the block with mints made of rubies: We are the new laws. 

We are the jurors who must remove all of society’s convicts and wipe the slate clean; 

Yes, we must remove these dangerous criminals from our streets and clean things up. 
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And oh; the beauty, boom, and bountifulness that have gushed from the faucet of truth: 

Oh, the richness and plenitude that have sprouted from the beautiful furrows of our fields, 

And the glorious love stories and rapturous marriages that have come from our churches.  

And now, the world’s treasury overflows with coins of gold, ruby, and chalcedony. 

The sparkling gems of amethyst and gold are splashed about our beaming towers; 

Our children now grow up in a beautiful world of peace and practically live forever! 

Thank you, oh gleaming children of the Earth, the emerald paradise of Eden’s bloom.  

 

***** 

 

It was as if Dr. Rengwon’s words were a wide basket of gold coins, splashed from the air; 

The jam-packed banquet hall erupted into long, loud, rapturous screams and shouts. 

They were dancing and screaming and shouting and jumping as if they had won the lottery; 

They bellowed, “The voice of God is speaking to us, and we are so happy and ecstatic.” 

Oh, the rapturous Corsicans jumped and skipped, crying at the top of their voices; 

“The voice of God has spoken to us today: He has filled our cup with joy.” 

The animated gathering, full of vivacity, leaped for joy and for the new age of bloom; 

Yea, they bobbed their heads like trees in the wind, dancing to the beat of the music. 

They splashed their feet on the ground like water hurled from a garden hose: 

They leaped into the air and screamed, calling Dr. Rengwon “The man of the moment”;  

They splattered their feet on the ground and wafted kisses to the amazing Dr. Rengwon. 

In their frenzied excitement, they spilled words into the air like water from a broken pipe. 

And, as Dr. Rengwon motioned to the crowd that he had further words for them; 

They calmed down and listened very attentively to the rest of his moving speech: 

 

Dr. Rengwon:  The Alpha Government on the earth today are the new boys on the block: 

Our arms are as strong as a crane; we bend and break cast iron with our bare hands. 

We are the children of the God of might: We are here to erase evil’s slime from the earth.   

And we shall not cringe, we shall not quail, and we shall not cower; ohc we shall not blench! 

We rule the Earth with an iron hand; we rule the world with the titanic might of right: 

Yes, we rule the Earth with the overwhelming might of God’s presence in the world. 

Our hands are not made of pottery, clay, wood, or brass: They’re made of pure, raw steel! 

We are the Alpha Government’s iron hand that calls all the shots on the earth; 

Our distinguished body of scientists is God’s administrative machine in the world— 

A most noble institution erected to purge, prune, and cleanse the earth of evil. 

We are here to pluck up and exterminate all the poisonous weeds of vice on the earth; 

Yea, we must remove all of evil’s vile agents and corruption’s impudent servants. 

All the things that degrade, pollute, and poison our world’s sanctity must be destroyed— 

All those vile things of that bygone mobocratic age of darkness and sorrow! 

 

Oh, those things that besmirch our world with the stain of vice, villainy, and vileness— 
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They must be plucked up and tossed into the yawning fiery landfills that burn forever. 

In the glorious Age of the Alpha, these ugly stains of moral chaos must be expunged: 

Oh, children of the New Earth; we have come a long way, and we cannot stop here now. 

We must continue to honor the astral beauty of marriage as we are doing at this very  

Moment: It is our duty to disassemble the Babylonian temple of immorality in our world. 

We must continue to vehemently proclaim all the noble, sacrosanct virtues of marriage— 

We must proclaim these inviolate virtues of marriage as God ordained them: 

Oh, that perfect, splendid union between a man and a woman—nothing more, nothing less. 

We must not fail to uncreate the shockingly repulsive synagogue of sodomy on the earth; 

And oh; that vile, disturbing monstrosity of gay marriage—we have much work to do: 

We must work around the clock to expunge that viscous stain of vileness from humanity. 

Oh, that unhallowed, unholy cave of societal decay, human degeneration; and moral insanity! 

We must step up to the plate and erase false marriage’s absurd presence from among us. 

 

***** 

 

What a jarring mouthful of words, sputtered in the spinning stream of zeal and zest; 

Oh, the cacophony of rhapsodic sounds that poured from that hall of elocution. 

Strong, groanful utterances of gladness filled the blaring bridal hall of amusement; 

And, at Dr. Rengwon’s mention of expunging the presence of sodomy from the world; 

The audience’s uproarious, cacophonous screams drowned out his powerful voice. 

The banquet hall exploded into rapturous, boisterous applause as he descended the stage; 

Others waved and hollered, “Long live Dr. Rengwon, the man with our vision for the 

Future.  Oh, the noise, the noise; the loud, clattering, stentorian noise throttled the air. 

And as Dr. Zonakh ascended the stage; the jubilant, joyous uproar resumed; 

The colorful audience burst into a splashing clatter of applause and screams. 

Oh, the children, the children; the beautiful, jolly children of earth, so far and away; 

See how ecstatically they received Vannetta’s blithe, effusive godparents. 

And oh, the strange manner in which such sophisticated academicians behaved! 

It is important to note that none of them had had too much Champaign: They were sober. 

And what great appreciation they showed for the many florid, scintillating speakers; 

The jolly, exultant gathering; smitten by the many speakers; listened with great ardor: 

 

Dr. Zonakh (Ph.D. Economics, World University, Canberra, Australia): What a day! 

What a glorious day it is to see this wonderful and sacred ceremony of my goddaughter. 

I remember the day of her christening at Dr. Chapellson’s celebrated church in Malibu: 

She was a beautiful eleven-pound baby girl, tinctured with bloom and innocence; 

And to this glorious day, my darling girl Vannetta has only gotten prettier. 

I am immensely honored and humbled to speak into the hallowed beauty of her life; 

I am also cognizant of the many struggles that she has had as a young lady: 

She had to constantly fend off that ever-gushing stream of boys rushing upon her. 
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And oh, what a superb job she has done to preserve her virtue as a young lady! 

My goddaughter has been a marvelous role model to the whole world community. 

And what glorious shopping sprees that we’ve had in Canberra and Brisbane! 

She would always whisper in my ears, “Daddy, I really love you; you are such fun.” 

I’m thrilled and overjoyed to be present at her marvelous day of honor and wonder; 

She has been a wonderful goddaughter and quite a splendid addition to our family. 

 

And when she apprised me of her joyous, dashing engagement party in Malibu; 

I slipped into a trance-like state of rapture and merriment, celebrating for days. 

I was so delighted to know that, finally, the right suitor had come to my daughter; 

There were problems—a swarm of them—but she has negotiated every hump. 

And to see the seraphic beauty that has blossomed in her relationship is just wonderful. 

Day after day I have taught my godchild the virtues of our scientific aristocracy; 

And quite often, she would tell me; “Daddy, I’ll be the greatest scientific aristocrat ever— 

Yea, I will be the greatest scientific aristocrat in the whole wide world; just watch.” 

She has gone through life’s hard knacks and has acquired two valuable doctorate degrees; 

And today, she and her husband are two of the finest mathematicians in the world. 

Today, we are here to enthrone the sublime beauty of marriage between these two; 

But we are also here to give glory to the gracious God who has made all of this possible. 

And with all of heaven’s thunder, we celebrate our allegiance to the Alpha and Omega;  

For he is the glorious Prince of Life who sits upon the sprawling throne of the universe! 

We deeply treasure his eclectic entrustment of the yawing reaches of the earth to us. 

 

We are the children of science who have unsealed his sacred autograph in the world— 

Yea, his revealed handwriting in every realm of the cosmic world in which we dwell. 

Oh, gracious children of the earth, the radiance of thy cheeks is the paint of his love: 

We’ve uncovered his handwriting in the physical universe all around us. 

The legal government of the universe has left his handwriting in economics and politics; 

His autograph is seen in every aspect of reality for the whole world to behold his glory. 

Behold the God of the universe: the first begotten from the dead—oh, the God man. 

The God Man, Jesus Christ; life’s golden trophy; handed truth to us on a silver platter; 

The Prince of Life has honored us with the astral authority to rule the planet he has built. 

Oh, we give praise to the Omega for the illustrious beauty of holy matrimony; 

We thank his majesty the Alpha for the pure love and grace he has bestowed upon us. 

Oh, the magnificent love bestowed upon this remarkable and most gracious couple; 

Their unflagging dedication and unwilting commitment have inspired all of us. 

Their marvelous love story has greatly inspired and touched the whole world community; 

My family and immediate social circle have been moved to tears by their story. 

 

 

Their unwavering loyalty and unfading faithfulness to each other are a beacon of light! 
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Yea, a gleaming bouquet of flowers that reflect the pure excellence after which we all  

Strive.  Oh, what a mammoth story of love and determination exhibited by these two! 

Though they quarreled, fussed, and fought over trifles and serious, substantive issues; 

Though the world of mordant, cynical commentators has jeered and scoffed at them; 

Yea, though the callous cynics said that those two would rip each other to shreds; 

Their love has not only survived the flaring, noisy storms of relationship adjustment— 

Their golden love has not only negotiated the titanic blizzard of negative public press; 

It has thriven and soared like an eagle in the bold, broad, blue sky of success. 

The stirring spectacle of this splendid love story has warmed the hearts of all of us! 

Oh, friends of love; thank you dear, dear people from the uttermost parts of the earth; 

You have spoken from your hearts with generous gifts smack from your wallets. 

And yes, the gifts have poured in from all over the world; even from places unknown— 

Even the dusky backwoods of the earth have been brought into the mainstream of giving; 

Folks hitherto unknown have poured out their hearts in a dramatic show of love to them. 

 

Gifts of all kinds have stuffed the Firnes’ coffers and warehouses, filling them to the brim.  

Oh, such an overwhelming outpouring of love from people as distant as Neptune! 

A storm of love and kindness has roared over the earth to our family—such love! 

And oh, how grateful and appreciative we are to all who have reached out to us; 

We treasure every thought and dime invested into these golden gifts to our children. 

Oh, such a multifarious array of gifts has been sent to us for the wedding— 

On behalf of my much treasured global family and my beloved goddaughter Vannetta; 

Oh, my most adorable godson-in-law Simeon; I thank the Omega for his gracious love. 

I thank God for all the wonderful gifts which he has sent us for this most noble marriage; 

And I heartily thank him for the great things which he has dropped into so many hearts; 

Yea, I thank him for the great work of our illustrious scientists and research specialists. 

Oh, what noble acts of kindness that they’ve done for our dashing, precious newlyweds! 

We are especially grateful to the Alpha for the beautiful Godwit Jet from Dr. Sustifani; 

Oh, gracious Dr. Sustifani, billionaire and President of World University, Milan in Italy: 

What an incredibly talented and ingenious scientist, businessman, and inventor he is. 

 

Oh, what a most gracious and magnificent philanthropist that this fine gentleman is! 

He is also a key board member and main inventor of L’Aviana Italiana in Rome: 

Where he finds all the time to fulfill his many varied obligations is anyone’s guess. 

This brilliant mathematician and mechanical engineer has done so much for humanity; 

His company L’Aviana Italiana manufactures some of finest airplanes in the world: 

Its helicopters are some of the fastest short-distance air transport carriages around today. 

That company is Italy’s biggest aircraft assembling plant, and the largest one in the world.  

In collaboration with the New Mathematics Society, he has created curious new designs; 

These avant-garde aeronautical models have begun to yield a bountiful commercial harvest. 

Dr. Sustifani’s exquisite team of engineers has truly begun to deliver some dramatic stuff. 
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In its signature spirit of excellence, L’Aviana Italiana now produces a new line of airplanes; 

These mind-boggling revolutionary machines are now the fastest airplanes in the world. 

Despite the fact that so much has been delivered unto him, he is still as humble as a lamb; 

None of it has gotten to his head—he is one of the finest of fellows you’ll ever meet. 

 

What incredible warmth, love, inspiration, and innovation he has brought to all of us: 

Oh, ladies and gentlemen, how wonderful it is to have this gracious billionaire in our midst! 

Thank you, Dr. Sustifani, my longtime friend and colleague; you are quite a human being. 

I would also like to extend my heart-felt warmth, gratitude, and appreciation to Dr. Lamb. 

This man, a world-class physicist and civil engineer, has done much for the world community; 

This most brilliant, savvy billionaire has wrapped a new yacht as a gift for my goddaughter.  This 

Rolls Royce Yacht is the fastest luxury motorboat in the world—what a boon it is! 

Also, my heart-felt thanks to Dr. Ramses, Psychology Professor, Auckland Progressive 

University. Thank you for the Lamborghini Murciel you’ve given the newlyweds; 

This extremely high-performing automobile is one of the fastest sports cars in the world! 

And there is Dr. Hasslebeck, atomic scientist, Chicago Polytechnic University; 

And Dr. Omou, President of Lagos Progressive University; such great, great friends! 

Oh, how I appreciate Dr. Booth; Architecture Professor, Tasmania Polytechnic College; 

Dr. Jamaad (Professor of Geomagnetism, New Delhi Polytechnic University, India): 

Thank you for your tireless labor in my goddaughter’s life.  You’ve taught her much. 

 

She attributes much of her insight into quantum algebra to your direct influence upon her; 

And oh, what a beautiful galaxy of academic stars we have here in our midst this evening! 

Their names and illustrious accomplishments are too innumerable to mention here; 

Oh, their names and achievements are a quaint archive of the who’s who in the world of  

Science.  They’ve filled the world with technological marvels from their brilliant minds; 

They belong to the world of scientific genius and have made quite a name for themselves. 

And so many of them are here with us tonight; oh, what a joy it is to have them all. 

Oh, so many, just to witness my godchild’s exchange of vows with her husband; 

And, as if their presence alone were not enough; their stout, monetary gifts have gone  

Over the top:  They’ve all contributed large sums of money to the newlyweds.  

Oh, royal audience of this astral bridal ceremony; give these brilliant scientists a hand: 

Yes, give these magnificent scientists and savvy business moguls a rousing applause! 

(The lively, effervescent audience leaped to their feet and rapturously applauded; 

The blithe, vivacious ballroom roared with ecstatic applause and vociferous shouts. 

The regally clad guests jumped and shouted, wafting kisses to the lovely bridal couple. 

And, as if their legs were made of iron, they’ve been jumping all night long; 

Yet their legs have not tired and their smiles have not faded: What a rugged gathering.)  
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Great Epicurean Entertainment 

Suddenly, the corks of Champaign bottles; going off like firecrackers; rattled the  

Porticio air:  Stream after stream of froth gushed from the effervescent bottles of joy. 

Oh, those glassy jars of effervescence, so filled with the fire of life and jubilation; 

So unrestrained by the brash liveliness and exuberant fun of the thrilled audience! 

Oh, the pungent elixir of Champaign poured into the pictorial glasses of a good time, 

See the joyous mood that all the music brought to the merry hearts of the people: 

The British Band, Flowers in the Fire played more beautifully than ever; 

Its hit song, “I See Love Blazing in Your Eyes” electrified the racy dance party. 

See how it filled the gladdened guests with pulse and set the banquet hall on fire! 

Oh, the hearts of the merry, gleeful people skipped and leaped with joy and ardor. 

Couples, nestled in each other’s arms, danced as if the music would never stop. 

The Corsican contingent, touched by the music, screamed to the top of their voices: 

“La musique des cieux nous est venue; jouez cette musique celestielle eternellement! 

Oh, the music of heaven has come to us; play that celestial music forever.” 

 

Flowers in the Fire was followed by the South African band, Falling Stars in your Kiss. 

These distinguished musicians were among the world’s best fingers on strings: 

Kyle Foam, their drummer and the planet’s best percussion player, kept the fire burning; 

Yea, he stoked the fire as the beautiful music poured like rain in a flaring storm. 

Their song, “Your Kiss is a Falling Star”, doused the dancers’ hearts with the fire of glee. 

Oh, their hearts, suffused with music and love, bounced and jumped like firecrackers; 

Yea, their joyous hearts bounced and leaped like sparks in the dance hall of their bosoms. 

Many couples cried as they whispered “I love you” into their spouses’ burning ears; 

Oh, see how they blushed and wept and danced in the erotic waft of the beautiful music. 

Each song, followed by a rousing applause, turned up the fire’s heat a notch higher. 

Oh, the moments’ rapturous glory, soaked with excitement, flared the flame of amour; 

The gleeful guests; drunk with gladness; evinced the verve of frisky, lively puppies. 

Their blood, boiling with excitement, poured like water through their veins as they danced. 

The high-octane dance party raised the roof when Breath of the Morning began to play; 

Their fiery, romantic music covered the dance floor with racy, exciting dancers. 

 

This splendid American band set the place ablaze with the ardor of their hit song; 

Oh, the burning fire of their song “Dancing in your Kisses; the flame it lit in the hall— 

This was soon followed by the song “Your Glance, the Gleaming Castle of my Love”. 

It was as if Breath of the Morning’s lead guitarist had been trained by Jimmy Hendrix. 

Every note Kenny Harris played on the lead guitar added fresh life to the dance party; 

Each note tingled in the dancers’ ears like snow drops in a winter wonderland. 

Oh, the music, tingling like joy bells in the hearts of the newlyweds, electrified everyone; 

What glory and joy and zest that that lively bridal dance party brought to the jolly guests. 
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Oh, Breathe of the Morning; its music, as lovely as a lily, was as refreshing as dawn.    

And when their last ballad “Fire in Love’s Hallowed Chambers” was played; 

What rhapsody and happiness were birthed in the hearts of the joyous guests: 

And when that beautiful song had ended, who would ever dare follow in their footsteps! 

The bridal couple ascended the stage once more for the cutting of the cake; 

And what a marvelous sight it was indeed to behold on that wide delightsome table! 

Oh, that huge, picturesque Corsican cake—as colorful and pretty as a bouquet of flowers. 

 

What a refreshing sight it was to behold; what a gorgeous masterpiece it was— 

A glorious masterpiece of culinary mastery and wizardry in a world of pretty weddings; 

Oh, what a superb job that the bakers had done; what exquisite attention to details! 

The lavishly adorned wedding cake seemed to have taken a dozen years: 

Its patterns were so cleverly woven; the cake seemed like the paragon of excellence. 

See the beautiful wedding cake; spangled with Mediterranean flowers and ornate  

Calligraphy. And oh, how it filled the banquet hall with wonder and amazement: 

See how the bridal guests sighed and blushed at the magnificent culinary showcase; 

The consummate calligraphy honoring the newlyweds reflected a blaze of colors. 

 Oh, the glorious, breathtaking view of the bridal cake cast a surreal hush in the room; 

And, with a gleaming silver knife, Simeon gingerly parted the cake’s glistening visage. 

Oh, what colorfully splendored culinary handicraft; see how it stunned the dignitaries! 

Simeon gently parted the cake and removed a small piece on the fulgent table knife; 

He gingerly inserted a little of it into the mouth of his radiant, cheerful wife: 

He then removed a tiny bit of it from Vannetta’s mouth with a soft, romantic kiss. 

 

The audience, awash with excitement; gazed at the fiery, intriguing spectacle: 

Simeon kissed the bride again, wheeled around and said, “Behold the lovely Vannetta; 

Behold my darling wife Vannetta, the most beautiful woman in the whole world! 

Oh, jolly lambs of the New Earth, behold Vannetta Auckner; behold my pretty queen! 

She is bone of my bone and flesh of my flesh. She is everything that I am and ever wanted. 

We’ve learned to live together in peace and harmony; we’ve learned to love each other: 

Oh, great people of Porticio, we’ve learned to love each other with loyalty and style.” 

No sooner had Simeon’s flaming oratory ended than the crowd went into frenzy! 

Then he calmed the din, whereupon he took to the dance floor and began dancing. 

The dashing couple dazzled the gaggle of guests, dancing to the romantic song; 

“Dancing in Your Kisses”; and the crowd went wild, screaming and shouting and carrying on. 

Then beckoning with the hand, Simeon motioned for the South African Band to play again; 

Yea, he motioned to the South African Band “Falling Stars” to crank up the music again. 

And, like a glorious breeze; they burst forth with the hit song, “Your Kiss is a Falling Star.” 

The band cranked up the music again, and the whole place was set on fire! 
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Then the music swooned, and the amorous French waitresses began serving the guests; 

Oh, the cosmopolitan guests, delighted with the food’s gusty savor, groaned on every bite. 

The sumptuously prepared, delicious dishes left many aristocrats licking their fingers; 

Yes, many celebrated, well-known big shots licked all their fingers and the plates, too! 

See how genteel, well-bred men and women licked their fingers like common people; 

See how they relaxed, enjoyed themselves, and ignored the opinions of others. 

And finally, after everyone had stuffed himself with the finest of Corsican cooking; 

The superb French dining came to an end, and the Corsican dancers took to the floor. 

Oh, behold the salutatory flowers of Corsica; see the most beautiful dancers of the land! 

The Corsican dancers, as colorful as the Omega Flag, spellbound the wedding guests; 

Yea, they ensorcelled the aristocratic gathering with an engagingly delightful concert! 

What a glorious assortment of dance motions they displayed before the gathering; 

Their gleamy cheeks, flush with the paint of youth, looked like a blazing vase of flowers. 

And, like the pink flame of fairy wand flowers, the golden Corsicans flared on the stage; 

They electrified the banquet hall with the dazzling pyrotechnics of their dance prowess. 

 

They were the daughters of the new age of soberness, vernality, purity, and muliebrity; 

Dressed in the unassuming garb of modesty, they lit no firestorms in the loins of men. 

But their unwithering cheeks and unwearied dance steps thrilled the audience; 

Yea, their unwilting visage; infused with ardor and life; flashed like stars of light. 

Oh ,pretty stars of light, splattered across the distant night’s interminable ocean of space. 

The dancers’ spirited dancing inoculated the banquet hall with glee, pulse, and comity; 

Oh, the dancers, the dancers; the splashy, electrifying beauty of the Corsican dancers— 

Their bright, cheerful faces; splashed with innocence; were picturesque editorials. 

Yea, exotic newspaper editorials; trumpeting the virginal beauty of the new age of truth! 

The dancers’ faces mirrored the modesty and beauty of the new age of the Omega Rule; 

And like scarlet robins—florid and lightsome—they flitted and fluttered about the stage. 

They hopped and dashed about the flaming concrete floor like flickers in a flower garden; 

And oh; the rapturous, boisterous applause that punctuated their thespian presentation. 

What great appreciation that the jolly audience showed to the beautiful French dancers! 

The Dancers’ Electrifying Speeches 

And finally, the streaming flame of their pyrotechnic concert ended with galvanizing oratory. 

The dance leader, Roissy, lifted up her voice and spoke with fiery Periclean fervor and grace:  

Roissy Camus: Messieurs et mesdames, comment fiers nous sommes avoir ete pourvu 

Vous server tellement bien. Nous Sommes vos servants et nous amusons votre presence; 

Nous sommes ici vous servir; Et quel temps merveilleux que nous avons eu vos servants Ici 

aujourd’hui! Nous avons eu une audience etonnamment agreeable! Vous avez ete merveilleux. 
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Monsieur LaFleur (The interpreter): Ladies and gentlemen; how proud we are to have been 

Able to serve you so well:  We are your servants; we are here to serve you. 

And what a marvelous time that we’ve had serving you here today! 

You have been an astonishingly delightful audience: You have been marvelous. 

Roissy Camus: Nous avons enjoui votre appreciation de notre presentation de danse; 

Merci beaucoup pour votre esprit merveilleux et votre appreciation etonnante. 

Nous voudrions vous remercier pour vos applaudissements! Nous vous remercions pour 

Votre exposition magnifique d’appreciation et vos commentaires reassurants. 

 

Monsieur LaFleur: We have enjoyed your appreciation of our dance presentation; 

We would like to thank you for your many rounds of applause.  We thank you for your  

Magnificent exhibition of appreciation and for your reassuring comments! 

Roissy Camus: Il a ete une grande honneur d’avoir ete pu vous amuser tellement bien. 

Les Danseurs ont ete electifie et enchante d’avoir ete tellement gracieusement apprecie. 

Monsieur LaFleur:  It has been a distinct honor to have been able to entertain you, 

The dancers have been thrilled and delighted to have been so graciously appreciated; 

These young, sprightly, agile lambs have blessed us immensely with their dance talent. 

Roissy Camus: Nous sommes les enfants de la terre et les servants de Dieu le plus haut. 

Merci beaucoup pour votre esprit merveilleux et votre appreciation etonnant de nous. 

Monsieur LaFleur: We are the children of the earth and servants of the Most High God: 

Thank you very much for your marvelous spirit and wonderful appreciation of us. 

(The dancers’ bilingual speech ended in a whirling splash of loud, hearty applause. 

Roissy ended her speech and handed the microphone to Paulette, the lead dancer: 

Paulette, a sprightly, pungent young lady; dashing and dazzling; astonished the guests; 

She spoke to the bubbly, ebullient, and exuberant gathering in perfect English.) 

 

Paulette Rose: Oh, jolly gamboling lambs of the earth; you are truly wonderful! 

Oh delightsome children of the world, our blessed and beloved leader Chairman Firne; 

The Iron Man of Earth is our president and executive director of the new federation. 

Oh Chairman Firne, God’s right hand man on the earth; what a joy it is to be led by him.  

And how fitting it is to dance at his sister’s wedding.  Oh, how we’ve enjoyed ourselves. 

How we’ve treasured these priceless, precious moments; dancing for the Auckners: 

We’ve vehemently cherished this wonderful opportunity to share in this royal moment; 

We are honored and extremely delighted to share our gifts and talents here with you. 

And oh, what a splendid wedding reception this has been for all of us.  Oh, so much joy! 

Nothing, and no one, at the Paris Dance Institute had prepared us for this golden moment. 

 

We’ve all watched the newlyweds in their fiery moments of testing and trials and storms;  

And not only have they overcome their many trials, tribulations, crises, and crucibles; 

They have thriven and gone far beyond a viewing world’s wildest expectations. 

And how proud we all are to bask in the showery beauty of their glorious day of honor! 
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We, the golden children of the “Paris Dance Institute,” are overcome with gladness. 

Words cannot adequately convey the incandescence of joy that this has brought us; 

And from the depths of our hearts, we love and thank the Auckners for this invitation. 

(The ballroom exploded like a bomb as the lovely scarlet Paulette descended the stage; 

Then, Monsieur Astre, the dance group’s director, was asked to say a few words. 

A svelte, natty gentleman with a neatly manicured moustache and bushy eyebrows— 

Yea, a dashing cavalier with light, sprightly steps addressed the blithesome audience.) 

 

Monsieur Astre:  In the spirit of chastity, comity, and beauty; I thank you very much. 

I thank you for inviting us to this astonishingly delightful bridal reception here today! 

I warmly salute your superb appreciation of our dazzling and most delightful craft; 

And, I assure you that the depository of words is not large enough to hold our gladness. 

In honor of the Omega Government and its eminent, genteel gaggle of administrators; 

Yea, in honor of its noble administrators from around the world of science and politics; 

And, on behalf of this distinguished troop of dancers from the Paris Dance Institute; 

I thank you from the bottom of my heart for your magnificent appreciation of our artists. 

Yea, I truly thank you for your marvelous admiration of our dancers here tonight; 

Our hearts melt with joy and exuberance for your heartfelt excitement and graciousness. 

Your brother Chairman Firne has worked arduously for our government in the past, 

And to see him rise to ruler of the Earth’s Federation has been breathtakingly exhilarating! 

We in Europe stood and admiringly watched your brother’s meteoric rise to power; 

And, to us, he has been like a son plucked from our own soil in Europe. 

We love and appreciate Chairman Firne immensely, and wish him great success— 

We wish him the best of everything in his fine, astonishingly successful political career! 

 

***** 

 

And finally, the Corsican dancers’ elocutionary speeches ended; but the cheers continued. 

And like giant distant waterfalls crashing over a thousand cliffs; they roared: 

Everyone was in fine spirits and truly wanted to show how much he loved the princess. 

And wherever there was an opportunity, the guests went overboard to show their love; 

Oh, they roared and screamed vociferously through the hallowed bowels of the night. 

Then metropolitan orchestras from London, Paris, Tokyo, and Los Angeles made brief 

Appearances. And oh, what a dazzling performance they individually put on that night! 

These sparkling philharmonic performances reflected the cosmopolitan spirit of the age. 

Musical orchestras from the sprawling reaches of the earth came to Ajaccio: 

They were assembled there in Porticio that night to honor the Auckners’ royal wedding. 

And oh, how smoothly they flowed and performed for the beautiful global princess; 

See how they greeted each other and played in the wonderful spirit of love and goodwill.  

What great appreciation was shown for the polished smoothness with which they played; 

The whole world gathered beneath what seemed to be the roof of merriment and goodwill. 
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Eventually, all the nuptial proceedings came to an end; but the dance party continued. 

The Epicurean dance party went into full swing around 11:00 PM that glorious night; 

And oh, what a party it was! The dramatic extravaganza went on and on and on! 

The bridal couple, showered with gifts, dazzled the audience with zany stories. 

Their pungent stories were racy and filled with jocundity and mirthful episodes; 

Most of their jokes were piquant, hilarious stories of their early ridiculous fights. 

Glee, laughter, and merriment stuffed the ballroom’s gamesome atmosphere; 

At long last, the gladdened bridal lovebirds had to be released from the gathering. 

Their sumptuous, lavishly organized honeymoon had begun: They had to be on the go. 

They had to leave all the conviviality in order to honor their honeymoon obligations. 

The prodigal three-month honeymoon package was a vast multi-venue holiday vacation: 

It included stays in Porticio, Ajaccio; Propriano, Corsica; Cagliari and Alghero, Sardinia; 

And Venice, Italy.  There had also been talk of a brief stay in Barcelona, Spain; 

And oh, what a magnificent time awaited this golden couple at these delightful venues. 

Their first stay was at an exclusive romantic Porticio hideaway in the city of Ajaccio. 

 

They left behind an exuberant pictorial shoal of aristocrats having a wonderful time; 

They were dancing, drinking, and hobnobbing with each other at the lovely cove. 

They danced and laughed and talked about the wonderful, glorious bridal showcase; 

They discoursed discursively about the wedding extravaganza in that exotic world: 

They also chatted at length about the fantastic success of the new world government. 

And what a marvelous time they all had together, basking in the wedding’s afterglow: 

Doctors Sustifani, Omou, Hasslebeck, and Firne chatted up a storm and had many laughs. 

Champaign gushed like water from the spigot of bounty, boom, boon, and cheerfulness. 

And, amidst all the fun and laughter; wine, the scarlet juice of joy; poured like rain; 

Nonalcoholic wines, the best of the Mediterranean vinery, painted their jolly moments; 

Yea, the scarlet juice of joy; imbued their moments with the spirit of jocularity and glee. 

The rapturous dance party continued for weeks at that glorious secluded venue. 

In the meantime, those glamorous molls who had disgraced the aristocratic wedding— 

Oh those sassy courtesans who had tarnished the bridal reception were not forgotten; 

They were in for a rude awakening and some dark days in maximum security prisons.  

The Ajaccio Court Trial 

It was a wedding from a world of cosmopolitan gust and scientific obsession and rule;               

And, in this world that glorified science, great scientists called the shots everywhere.  

Though “Big Money” still had the final word on how things went in that intriguing world, 

Powerful science bosses ran the world from behind the pages of their revered books. 

And because of that world’s glorification of scholarship, the learned waxed filthy rich. 
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The whole world had gone to science, and oh; what a curious fad it had become: 

What dramatic changes had transpired since the early days of college proselytizing! 

Money, prestige, power, and sex—everything was viewed from science’s all-seeing eyes; 

Everything was seen from the scientific perspective in a world as new as the next minute. 

And oh, what an overwhelming change that had come upon the earth—so much change! 

Privacy—a relict concept, except for the very rich and educated—had lost its meaning. 

The omnipresent eyes of “Big Brother” saw even the piquant colors of a Warbler’s plumage;  

And even the intimate attire of beautiful damsels was fair game in that world of intrigue. 

The whole world was indoctrinated with the poison of hate for terrorism’s advocates, 

And those who challenged the science-run Federal Government of the Earth lost so much. 

 

They encountered a very hard way to go and an even much harder way to get there. 

The government’s zero-tolerance policy for mayhem impeded the spread of terrorism: 

Stiff, lengthy prison sentences were the barbed wires that held back the mobocrats. 

Oh the black, sprawling veil of musty, icy dungeons tied the angry hands of ruffians; 

Those whose hands were stout as Hercules’ and as strong as a crane were sawn asunder. 

Guillotine knives, as sharp as a spear, pierced the soft necks of brash lunatics; 

Yes, it was a world run by science, law, and order; and woe be to the fatuous violators. 

And though all the countries in the world remained intact, they all deferred to science; 

All the nations of the earth gave their allegiance to a close-knit world body of scientists; 

Yea, they all gave their undivided allegiance to the Federal Government of the Earth. 

And oh, what a government it turned out to be; run by wealthy, educated upright men! 

It was a government body made up of the world’s finest scientists and politicians, 

And this was the type of world in which the Vannetta wealth machine was built. 

These scientists had worked diligently to route the poisonous illusion of evolution. 

 

Powerful science bosses and ethics czars had been appointed to enforce the law. 

University classrooms had been splattered with private eyes to keep watch; 

Stiff prison terms were handed done by unmerciful judges to those who violated the law. 

The new law was as clear as full moon:  Proselytizing was a federal crime; 

Violators received serious punishment for spreading fallacious propaganda in classrooms. 

This squeaky-clean federal government machine endeavored to crush corruption; 

The morality-driven federal government had no mercy for the servants of disorder. 

Drug lords, gang bosses, mafia chiefs, child pornographers, and prostitutes— 

All these malevolent institutions were systematically rounded up and destroyed. 

But, despite the federal government’s spotless track record, corrupt people still existed; 

And many parts of the earth, flush with vile folks, brought disrepute on the new order. 

Even when high-class molls and courtesans were caught and prosecuted; 

Punishment was always brisk and very severe: No one escaped the long arm of the law— 

Not even the classy courtesans who practiced the oldest profession in the world. 

Those who violated the inviolate beauty of a marriage reception did not escape either. 
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The molls who soiled the Auckners’ marriage’s sacrosanct beauty were severely treated; 

And oh, the fury of the officers and the haste with which the matter was dealt with! 

Those who soiled the garment of the Auckner’s marriage were booked on prostitution 

Charges:  Oh, it would have been better for them to have been hit by a bolt of lightning. 

Bail was set at ten million Euros: The courtesans’ jail term virtually began on the spot. 

They were whisked away to Honiara, Tonga’s capital city, to serve time for their crime;  

Far away in the Pacific Ocean, they were subjected to rigorous psychiatric evaluation. 

And, after being treated by world-class psychiatric specialist, Dr. Xasba Pagodi— 

Yea, after being treated by Dr. Pagodi for psychotic psychopathy; they did not escape: 

They were declared normal and in their sound minds though a few did feign insanity; 

Yes, quite a few of them acted as if they were insane; but the veil of guile was rent. 

Although some acted violently insane; they were found to be, and pronounced, normal: 

They were held in contempt of holy matrimony and sent to a rat-infested prison in Malta. 

The repellent maximum-security prison on the Island of Malta was much dreaded; 

And there; in that stygian, musty dungeon; the Ajaccio courtesans were held— 

They were tried and found guilty of the odious crime of prostitution in a sacred venue. 

 

The ruling scientific aristocratic elite were a stickler about such public policy issues; 

And when it came to sacred matters like marriage and family life, they were quite stern. 

Under normal circumstances, no one got away alive with such a dastardly, flagitious deed; 

Offering up steamy erotic services at a sacred venue oftentimes carried capital penalty. 

The guillotine, most likely, had to be used; for it cut across the grain of the aristocracy’s ethics: 

It violated the very essence and meaning of that for which world scientific aristocracy stood. 

The molls were charged with prostitution and disturbing the proceedings of a holy ceremony; 

Due to the Ajaccio Court’s liberal stance on many issues, the death penalty was foregone. 

Given a streak of luck and spared the maximum penalty of twenty-seven years behind bars; 

The hookers walked away thankful that the full mallet of the law did not fall upon them; 

They sang their praises as the liberal, lenient Ajaccio Court considered the case’s context. 

The case was conducted in the Ajaccio World Court that handled these types of matters; 

This particular regional division of the court system was well known for its liberal leanings. 

The judge in the case considered the hookers’ blood alcohol level and showed empathy; 

And, per Judge Robert Larush, the molls were virtually intoxicated and lacked capacity. 

Judge Larush, empathetic with their special circumstances, shaved off seven years— 

He sheared off seven years of their jail time and made disturbing, presumptuous remarks. 

These unsettling remarks angered people in high places, and 

the response was swift! 

The next morning, the Auckland Breeze and the Buenos Aires Wave carried scathing 
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Editorials: The front-page stories condemned the verdict, calling it soft on crime. 

Racy remarks in several other newspapers spoofed Robert Larush as a dashing womanizer: 

According to the Port of Spain Guardian Express, Monsieur Larush was the molls’ pimp. 

Per this paper’s cynical editorial, The Unrestrained Spread of Prostitution in the World; 

Even at the highest level of society, vile human beings sat in places where they did not belong: 

They occupied powerful strategic positions given to them by loose bolts in the system, 

And the world was flush with a rash of loose screws and bolts that needed to be removed. 

Per a riveting article in the controversial Lisbon Chronicle, entitled Swollen Rats on the Loose; 

Newspaper staff writer Senhor Tordesillas animadverted and blasted the Larush ruling; 

Calling Judge Larush’s decision (to waive the death penalty for the molls’ moral travesty) 

Incompetent and poor legal judgment, he graphically reflected the sentiments of the day; 

Senhor Tordesillas said that he should be stripped of his right to practice law on the earth. 

 

He said that the courtesans had committed high treason and ought to pay with their lives.  

Oh, the prestigious chronicles of the earth: They told it just like it was and got the job done! 

They were the inspired mouthpieces of the masses, condemning lawlessness in the world. 

And their mordant remarks were directly aimed at the corrupt, unpopular Ajaccio Judge: 

“Behold the New Earth; a dark, whirling jungle flush with moral emptiness and no light. 

Who will uphold the flaming lantern of justice and purity and truth in a world of froth? 

Behold the eerie, tenebrous cave of this world; rife with licentiousness and moral decay— 

Oh that unlighted cavern of societal rust and doom; flush with fat, bloated, oversized rats. 

See how they scamper around in venerated places where they truly have no business being! 

And their rude, saucy words of vanity and poor judgment betray their true allegiance.” 

Within a week, Monsieur Larush was in the baser part of town, far out of view; 

He was summarily removed from that revered post of regional judge of the World Court. 

 

And with his removal came a massive wave of fresh moral ordinances: The change was stark.  

In the meanwhile, related investigation into the case continued feverishly on every front.                     

Secret Police in Paris, working the case with plumply paid private eyes, uncovered a gold Mine:  

Dr. Firne’s bounty for all parties involved in the bridal assistants’ odium paid off.  

The private eyes had been watching the young ladies very closely for quite some time; 

They established a link between the bridal assistants and an international call girl ring. 

This notorious international call girl ring, based in Jerusalem, was called the “Foxy Dames:” 

Many of its sorority members had travelled from the uttermost parts of the earth to Ajaccio. 

Upwards of a dozen had transferred from Basso Nova University, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 

These students belonged to the Brazilian Elite Squad of exotic dancers and carnival playgirls:  

They worked in the Rio de Janeiro area as strip dancers for the Foxy Dames for several years. 

 

Eventually, they were transferred to the Foxy Dames’ headquarters at Star University in 

Jerusalem.  These mistresses virtually controlled the Jerusalem urban power machine; 

This infamous sorority was a secret society with an international network of frat houses. 
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As the story goes, this network of molls was oriented around the world’s most prestigious 

Universities.  And what an unbelievable enterprise that these quaint outfits executed! 

What a mind-boggling service that these dark moral slums provided on these campuses; 

Yes, prestigious campuses whose names would send you into a permanent trance! 

These high-class courtesans served the university bureaucracy’s dignitaries’ sexual needs; 

They furnished these exalted human beings on college campuses pricey erotic services. 

Secret sites on campus provided ideal venues for these costly erotic services’ execution.  

Oh the nasty, ugly mirage of the world of man—the charade of human formality! 

Things are hardly ever what they seem to be; it is that way because the world is a lie. 

Fraudulent legal and university systems flash legitimacy but are dark holes of fat rats! 

 

These courtesans had a devastating impact on the families of the university bureaucracy; 

Many were torn to shreds, and those that remained: Well, let your heart judge this matter. 

As it turned out, Star University was a well-respected institution of higher learning; 

And, in that regard, it was called the David Ben Gurion Institution of Atomic Science. 

When the Foxy Dames’ frat house operation was leaked to the Jewish authorities, 

Many government officials’ and other big wigs’ hands were jammed in the cookie jar. 

The officials at the David Ben-Gurion Institute of Atomic Science came under pressure; 

They were ordered to change the University’s name in order to clear the air of the fume— 

In order to preserve Mr. Ben Gurion’s good name, the school’s name had to be changed.  

To obviate very complex, embarrassing pretexts and stiff prison terms on both sides of 

The aisle: That university underwent a name change and a major makeover. 

At the time, the Foxy Dames were called the Virgins of Jerusalem; a quite noble sorority! 

 

The University changed its name to Star University, but hardly turned over a new leaf; 

It failed to relinquish its association with the demotic Virgins of Jerusalem Sorority. 

Fearing reprisals from the Jewish authorities, they changed their name to “Foxy Dames”;  

But the more things changed, the more they remained the same: What lurid flame of cynicism! 

The same clients continued to seek out their exorbitant erotic services with impunity, 

And a sizable part of the Jerusalem urban power system canopied these beautiful ladies. 

Not a few grapevine sources alleged that some of these women were nuns of the night: 

They were secret society operatives and moved freely in the astral circles of society. 

Nonetheless, once the tie had been made with these dashing hookers and courtesans; 

Everything connected with them had to go—nothing at all was spared… 

Nothing was spared from the fierce wrath of the scientific bosses’ big money and power. 

The entire Foxy Dame sorority was issued steep prison sentences, and Star University— 

Well, the thunderous wrath of the powers that were fell on it, too; and oh, the fire it lit. 

 

It was put on accreditation notice and was summarily shut down within three months! 

And what a colossal wave of moral ordinances that followed in the wake of all this! 

Newspaper editorials in Ankara, Turkey, and Kingston, Jamaica, weighed in on the story. 
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Per the Ankara Times, it was high time to rid the earth of the scourge of whoredom; 

Oh, whoredom and prostitution in living colors at the highest institutions of our world— 

We, the proud denizens of the earth, deserve more wholesome institutions of learning; 

We deserve much better than such shockingly odious brands of whoredom and harlotry. 

According to the Kingstown Sun, such academic institutions belonged to the trash. 

Yea, they belonged to the exotic trash can of the past and their trashy leaders, too— 

Their leaders and management bureaucracy needed not to see the light of day again! 

Were these seemingly heartless editorials merely the work of right-wing propagandists? 

Or the strident voices of a growing body of concerned folks, tired of slime and grime? 

 

The ludicrous Ajaccio incident was a brawling affront to world scientific aristocracy; 

It sickened the moral conscience of the people—the nascent global society. 

The bold, dashing “Foxy Dames’ Sorority” of Jerusalem was a bit too much for too many; 

 But there were many stragglers who longed for the good old days of smut and slime. 

And what was so despicable among those who yearned for business as usual anyway? 

They craved the old, unbuttoned age of moral lawlessness and societal decay, 

And business as usual was slowly creeping its way back into the Omega society. 

Licentious social engineers who preferred a morally corrupt society frequently winked— 

They often turned a blind eye to glaring instances of moral infractions and societal decay; 

The subtle growth and resurgence of smut and slime were a jarring change of tone. 

But for the molls’ brash disrespect of world scientific aristocracy at the royal wedding; 

That abominably odious incident at the Ajaccio World Court might have been overlooked: 

Yea; lost in society’s retrogression back into moral depravity—and lost forever; 

But alas; the shrewd, omnipotent hand of Providence knows where the flicker flies. 

 

He directs the flight path of every fowl of the air and controls even the velocity of its flight. 

The maximum-security sentence for the courtesans’ disgrace of marriage sent a message; 

Yea, it sent a poignant message, pregnant with pertinent information for all the others— 

The message it sent to prospective offenders helped to clear the smoke of moral smut. 

And yes, it set a precedent that upended the world and its slick smut machine; 

It set currents in motion that began a thorough purging of the whole earth. 

And oh, what a lusty shock that this deictic ruling caused among the cynical gainsayers! 

Oh those who had become used to moral smut and business as usual— 

Those scatophagous folks who savored and basked in the world of moral filth! 

But for the soilure of the Auckners’ wedding, smut could have made a full come back. 

What titanic shockwaves that this precedent-setting ruling sent into that community! 

 

Sweeping Global Societal Reforms 
And that was not all: There was much more to come in the way of no-nonsense change— 

Brussels, the Federal Capital of the Earth, moved with incredible dispatch! 

Controlled by scientific aristocratic bosses, it selected two powerful men of change; 
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It tapped its two harshest morality czars to clean up the world’s morals: 

Chairman Firne picked Dr. Impoumo Leon, Sardinia’s Police Commissioner to serve as 

Drug Czar.  Dr. Leon was given the strict charge to clean up the earth at once! 

He was told to institute sweeping new laws to rid the world’s streets of drugs; 

The scourge of drugs had been stifling sociopolitical progress in the world for some time. 

The Brussels’ World Court introduced new laws whose violations carried stiff penalties; 

And, for most drug-related offences, the death penalty was an unavoidable consequence. 

Drug lords were systematically rounded up by the military and locked away for trial. 

Most of these cases were very summary and matter of fact; virtually no time was wasted. 

 

The executions were quite swift and well shielded from the searching eyes of the public; 

Within weeks, things began to change—and the change was quite stark and jarring. 

An exquisitely organized network of rehabilitation centers was assembled everywhere! 

These frugal, publicly run facilities were not called drug rehabilitation centers: 

They were merely called moral therapeutic academies. They were not set up for all— 

Nay, they were not established for all violators of the law—only for the sincere. 

These very busy, around the clock facilities were only set up to effect real change: 

Folks who wanted to mess around and continue violating the law were promptly executed; 

And within months, sweeping ecumenical changes were conspicuously observed. 

Chairman Firne was epithetized “The Earth’s Man of Steel.” Oh, what a change! 

Celebrations broke out everywhere:  Cities erupted in peaceful, jubilant celebrations; 

And, in not a few of his swing tours of the world, ex-criminals ran from his motorcades. 

 

In the light of the dramatic, radical catholic reforms that swept the entire earth; 

It was not difficult to see how smoothly the next major Brussels pick would go. 

Within just weeks of Dr. Leon’s selection for the post of drug czar of the world; 

Dr. Kenneth Omoukkie, Archbishop of Pretoria’s Evangelistic Outreach, was selected— 

Dr. Omoukkie was tapped as the world’s ethics czar to clean up things on the streets; 

He was sternly charged to clean up the earth of every trace of sex trafficking and prostitution. 

And though the punishment for these violations was more lenient, change was swift. 

By the time Dr. Leon had cleared the streets of the world of drug and sex trafficking, 

The rest of the job was a summary mop-up operation, and things went quite smoothly; 

Yea, things could not have gone any more smoothly—an oh, what a refreshing change! 

What a pungent contrast that was so conspicuously noticeable in the wake of the shake-up: 

The new laws sent every drug dealer, pimp, prostitute, and gigolo smack out of business. 

 

And all these sweeping, thespian changes ushered in a brand-new era of boon in the world. 

It was a refreshingly delightful era of order, peace, harmony, bloom, boom, and abundance; 

Cheeks that once looked like blustery clouds flared with the bloom of gladness. 

Little children, once afraid of child porn traffickers, gallivanted friskily on street sidewalks; 

Sexually transmitted disease, once an irreversible death sentence, was now on the wane; 
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Their presence, now more a rarity than anything else, no longer posed that kind of threat. 

Divorce, once a crashing train wreck of whole communities, had almost vanished! 

The brawling, powerful machinery of vice and smut had faded from the face of the earth. 

And oh, the change, the change; what a glorious change that had overshadowed the earth! 

With that progressive machine in full gear, the world’s ingenious scientists went to work;  

And oh, did they cook up some great innovations that transformed the whole earth! 

Mathematicians, handsomely rewarded for their contribution, worked around the clock; 

Civil, mechanical, and electrical engineers introduced a shower of new products. 

 

Biologists, biochemists, oncologists, and genetic engineers transformed the face of the earth: 

Oncologists, armed with new medicines from the Amazon Jungle, stamped out cancer. 

Potatoes; as large as a honeydew; burst forth from the earth, nourishing the hearts of men: 

An endless train of phytochemicals from the plant kingdom battered diseases to the ground; 

The titanic war against disease was fought fiercely on all fronts and was handily won. 

The caring scientific aristocratic government implemented fresh health-conscious policies: 

Rigorous scientific research was conducted to study the world’s masses’ dietary patterns. 

The government executed a massive land redistribution program, turning everyone into a  

Farmer: All citizens of the Federal State of the Earth were ordered to grow various crops. 

Additionally, they were also ordered to consume massive amounts of fruits and vegetables. 

Mammoth teams of dieticians were deployed to oversee and enforce federal dietary policies; 

The entire world was divided into fifty million communes, tightly controlled from Brussels.  

 

Each commune operated under the strictest of guidelines and legally binding federal rules; 

Each was accorded the same amount of resources and allowed some measure of autonomy. 

The scientific aristocratic government treated its federal citizens of the earth with great 

Respect: The people were given some measure of flexibility within their legal constraints. 

All forms of perversion were punishable by death through the agency of firing squads; 

Witches that programmed society to perversion were thrown alive into howling infernos.  

Schools turned around overnight: Violence on school grounds faded like a fog in the sun. 

The new world society was a place where the majority respected truth and loathed evil’s grin, 

And there was simply no reason to fuss with the darling Brussels government in Europe. 

The Satanic New World Order folks who wanted to dedicated the earth to the devil were 

Squelched: Their plans failed: Their New World Order uprising and insurrection were crushed. 

Their vulpine machinations failed; the people woke up and saw them for what they were. 

Millions appealed to the Lion of Judah to come to their aid, and he came and assisted them; 

Jesus’ iron might crushed to pieces the evil New World Order that almost destroyed the world. 

 

The Lion of Judah broke their bones in pieces and burned them in the Armageddon Valley. 

And oh, the dramatic change that overshadowed the whole earth—the beauty, the bloom… 

No one went to bed hungry anymore: Food—good food—was as plentiful as air. 

Tubers, the size of cantaloupes, burst forth from the ground and fed all the world’s children: 
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Colorful fruits and vegetables, three times their normal size, expunged all traces of hunger. 

Hospitals and jails, invaded by wild vines, had virtually lost their original function; 

These jarring historical museums reminded not a few of Christ’s Millennial Reign. 

Suddenly, older people—septuagenarian and octogenarians—began to regrow hair, 

And that which had been discolored had begun to retrieve its former vernal cast. 

Oh what a golden world; filled with so many happy, cheerful, and well-nourished people. 

But not all the people in that world were happy about its squeaky-clean laws: 

Far too many bristled at the changes and longed for a return to the old way of doing things.  

All these Sophoclean changes would not have transpired if the bridal attendants were all clean. 

 

If those venal bridal attendants had not behaved so shabbily and stained that royal wedding, 

Things would have gone in another direction. Most certainly, there would have been changes; 

But they never would have been as stark and thorough as those that followed the court trial. 

The bridal attendants’ whorish behavior greatly insulted Vannetta’s wedding’s sacrosanctity;  

World scientific aristocracy took the matter very seriously; their treasured values were violated. 

They felt as if a massive moral attack was leveled against them, and they had to respond; 

And respond they did in the harshest and starkest of ways, turning the world upside-down. 

Thousands went to the guillotine; uncounted numbers perished before colorful firing squads: 

The moral crackdown was so stark and unceremonious, change was sharply conspicuous; 

The color of things changed so dramatically; many places did not look quite the same anymore. 

The high-handed scientific aristocracy, vindicated by the vernal bloom of change, celebrated! 

Much of that celebration transpired at the royal wedding venue where Vanneta was married. 

The jubilant, effervescent celebration went on around the clock as the barons reveled in fun. 

In the meantime, Vannetta and her brawny heartthrob settled some important erotic scores: 

Their long three-month honeymoon vacation was closely watched by the celebrious barons. 
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